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THE PRESIDENT, BOARD OF TRUSTEES, ADMINISTRATION, FACULTY, 
AND STAFF CONGRATUL:ATE YOU ON THIS VERY SPECIAL DAY. 
TODAY'S COMMENCEMENT ' EXERCISE IS THE CULMINATION OF YOUR 
HARD WORK AND INTELLE'cTUAL EFFORT, WHICH SHOULD BE DULY 
NOTED AND PUBLICLY RECQ)GNIZED . MAY ALL OF YOUR DREAMS AND 
WISHES BRING FORTH A PROSPEROUS FUTURE. CONGRATULATIONS! 
N OVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY 
2013 UNDERGRADUATE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY 
OF THE 
FARQUHAR COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
ABRAHAM S. FISCHLER SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH CARE SCIENCES 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 




Saturday, the Eleventh of May, Two Thousand and Thirteen 
Eleven O'clock in the Morning 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
MARSHAL 
DEGREE CANDIDATES 








ORDER OF EXERCISES 
Crown Imperial (1937) .......... ........................................... ........... ..................................... Walton 
Convening the Commencement. ................................................. ... Grand Marshal, Silvia Flores, M.D. 
Member, Board of Trustees 
Presiding Officer. ........................... ........... ....... ........... ......................................... George Hanbury, Ph.D. 
President and Chief Executive Officer, Nova Southeastern University 
*Star Spangled Banner .................................................................. ..... ................ ..... ................... Key/Smith 
o! say can you see by the dawn's early light, 
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming, 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars through the perilous fight, 
0' er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming? 
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air, 
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there; 
O! say does that star-spangled banner yet wave, 
0' er the land of the free and the home of the brave? 
Introductions ...................................................................................................... ... Frank DePiano, Ph.D. 
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Welcome .......... ..................................... .......... .... ...................... ................ .... ... .... Don Rosenblum, Ph.D. 
Dean, Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences 
Opening Remarks .................................... ...................................................................... George Hanbury 
Presentation of The James Farquhar Award ............ ....... .................................. .............. Don Rosenblum 
Awarded to 
Adielle Angelle Silochan 
(Biographical Sketch in back of program) 
*Denotes that the audience should stand during this part of the ceremony 
2 
Presentation of Outstanding Achievement Awards ....................................................... Don Rosenblum 
(Biographical Sketches in back of program) 
Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences 
Awards presented by Don Rosenblum 
Kelsey Marie Cortez and Yineth Sanchez 
Division of Humanities 
Daniel Vesco and Sharbel Bousemaan 
Division of Math, Science, and Technology 
Devan Kimberly Martin 
Division of Performing and Visual Arts 
Isaac Chayo and Marisa Mae Stryker 
Division of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Abraham S. Fischler School of Education 
Awards presented by Jamie Manburg 
Phyllis Joi Mejia and Christopher Clevenger 
Teacher Education Programs 
College of Health Care Sciences 
Awards presented by Richard Davis 
Lauren Anne Lichtman and Kristina Lazerus 
Health Science-General and Vascular Sonography 
College of Nursing 
Awards presented by Marcella Rutherford 
Christopher A. Larrinaga and Gagan R. Patel 
Nursing 
H. Wayne Huizenga School of Business and Entrepreneurship 
Awards presented by Peter S. Finley 
Ahad J afri and Amber Rae Chang 
Department of Undergraduate Programs 
Address on Behalf of the Graduates ................................................................................ Yineth Sanchez 
Class of' 13 
Conferral of Honorary Degree ......................................................... .............................. George Hanbury 
Doctorate of Humane Letters 
Awarded to 
Bertice Berry 
Commencement Address ............................ .... ...... .......................................... ........ .. Bertice Berry, Ph.D. 
(Biographical Sketch in back of program) 
Presentation of Graduates 
Conferral of Degrees ...................................................................................... ................ George Hanbury 
Farewell ......................... ..... ................................................................. ... ...... ............. ..... George Hanbury 
Dismissal of the Commencement .......... ........... ......... ....... ................... ...... . Grand Marshal, Silvia Flores 
*Nova Southeastern University Anthem .......... ...................................... .................................... Cavanaugh 
*Recessional 
Hail thee, Nova Southeastern! 
Bright sun shining new; 
Radiant star of our morning, 
Ever rising, true; 
May thy wisdom serve as our constant guide 
and thy love a beacon strong, 
as throughout the world we spread thy name 
joining voice in grateful song: 
Nova Southeastern, Alma Mater, 
By thy light imbue, 
Service, honor, loyalty, 
'til our days are through. 
Love thee, Gray and Blue! 
La Rejouissance ........... ....... ...................................................... ....................... .................. Handel 
From Music for the Royal Fireworks 
*Denotes that the audience should stand during this part of the ceremony 
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4 
FARQUHAR COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Don Rosenblum, Ph.D., Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
DIVISION OF HUMANITIES 
MAR LISA SANTOS, Ph.D., Director 
COMMUNICATION STUDIES 
Morea Arbulu ............. ... .................... Deerfield Beach, Florida Ashley Ann Hesse ................. .. ............ Coral Springs, Florida 
Vanissa Ashley Benjamin .............. North Lauderdale, Florida Andre D. Jensen .................... ............. Coconut Creek, Florida 
Annie J. Bissainthe ............................ Pembroke Park, Florida Haydeli Ko .............. .. ...................................... Miami, Florida 
Ginger Christian ................................... Easton, Pennsylvania Le'a U. Kunipo ........ .. .................................. Waianae, Hawaii 
Samantha Ruth Cooke ...... ................... Delray Beach, Florida Federica Longo ......................... .. ... ... ..... .......... Miami, Florida 
Kelsey Marie Cortez ..................... .................... Davie, Florida Julia Lopez ........................................................ El Paso, Texas 
Kriscia Del Rio ... ....................... ...... .......... Hollywood, Florida Joshua J. May ...................................... Stony Brook, New York 
Cj Demato ............ ......... ..... .................. Coral Springs, Florida Charnele Sandy Michel... ................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Ronnie A. Espinoza ........................................ Miami, Florida Jacqueline Suzanne Owens ..................... Boca Raton, Florida 
Samuel Joseph Falk.. ...................... .... ......... Parkland, Florida Joseph A. Paladino .......................................... Miami, Florida 
Kristina R. Forbes ................... .. ....... .. .......... Margate, Florida Jimmy Amansio Santiago, Jr. .......................... Miami, Florida 
Diana Cecilia Frias ................................... Lauderhill, Florida Alyssa Marie Sterkel .................... .. ... ........ Plantation, Florida 
Dashka Adelaide GabrieL .................. Coral Springs, Florida Deborah Esther Swilley ......... .... ............... Hollywood, Florida 
Stacy Gaspard ................................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Peta-Gaye A. Whyte .............. .. ...... Lauderdale Lakes, Florida 
lonna M. Hernandez ..... ..... ............... Pembroke Pines, Florida Phillip Malcom Williams ........................ Louisville, Kentucky 
ENGLISH 
Joseph N. Cirino .......... .. .................................. Davie, Florida Jonathan Paul Martinez .......................... Brooklyn, New York 
Tyler Robert Conti ........................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Juan Antonio Miranda ........................ San Juan, Puerto Rico 
Rubi Garcia .................................... Lauderdale Lakes, Florida Sasha T. Strelitz ........................................ Plantation, Florida 
HISTORY 
Brett Sloan Braisted ................... .......... Coral Springs, Florida Elling Nielsen-Williams ........................ .. ......... Davie, Florida 
Paola Carolina Canola .............................. Plantation, Florida Rainier Regueiro ..................... .. ........ Miami Gardens, Florida 
Jazzlyn Diaz Green ............ .. .......................... Hialeah, Florida John Thomas Sheehan ..... .. ........................... Weston, Florida 
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
Kimba Margaret Collymore ........ .. ............ St. James, Trinidad Ana Patricia Ramirez ..................................... Weston, Florida 
and Tobago, WI Caroline Rojas .................. .. ............................ Miami, Florida 
Paula Catalina Gomez ............................. .... Miramar, Florida Robin D. Wright ............................ North Lauderdale, Florida 
Sydney Victoria Madow ............... Southwest Ranches, Florida Janinne Zambrana-Rojas ..... .. ........... Miami Gardens, Florida 
Andrea C. Martinez .......................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
PHILOSOPHY 
Ilana). Moskowitz .................................... Potomac, Maryland Yineth Sanchez ............................................. Hialeah, Florida 
DIVISION OF PERFORMING AND VISUAL ARTS 
MICHAEL CALDWELL, D.M.A., Director 
ART 
Juan Carlos Aquino .... ................................... Weston, Florida Mikaela Myers ............. .............. .. ... .... .......... Perrysburg, Ohio 
Devan Kimberly Martin ............... ...... .......... Duluth, Georgia 
ARTS ADMINISTRATION 
Lindsay Farrell Bartels ...... ........ ... ... ... ........... ...................... .. .... ....... ... ... ...... ... ................ ........ ...... .. ... ........... Cooper City, Florida 
DANCE 
Merylin Sarahi Sanchez Beck ..................... .... Doral, Florida Shannon Janine Colonna .................... Rockaway, New Jersey 
Kylie Bradlee ....... ........... ................... Bradford, Massachusetts Christal yanez ............. ................. .......... .......... Davie, Florida 
MUSIC 
Michael Anthony Cejas ...... ..... .. ........... Delray Beach, Florida Gillian Smith ........... ...... ..... .. .. ..... .... Maple, Ontario, Canada 
Carlo Alberto Ricchi ............................ Dania Beach, Florida Alexander J. Weiss ...... ....... .. ... ..... ..... ....... . Plantation, Florida 
Adielle A. Silochan ............................... .... .... Sunrise, Florida 
MUSICAL THEATRE 
Jaimie Leigh Kautzmann ....... .. ..... ........... .. .... ..................................... ... .............. ... ....... .. .......... .. ...... ...... ............... Davie, Florida 
THEATRE 
Christopher Guzzardo .................... ... Pembroke Pines, Florida Wallace C. Jean ....... ....................................... Miami, Florida 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
DIVISION OF HUMANITIES 
MARLISA SANTOS, Ph.D., Director 
GENERAL STUDIES 
Scott Anthony Norwood ................ ... ... ........... Estero, Florida Sara Nicole Tarte ................... ...... ............. Hollywood, Florida 




Michal Amedia ................................... .. Miami Beach, Florida 
Stephany]. Candamo .................. .................. Weston, Florida 
Sandra Carolina Gomez ................. .... .. ....... Miramar, Florida 
Katiana M. Hurtado .............. ...... .................... Miami, Florida 
Marcus Devan Rankin ................. .... .. Wilton Manors, Florida 
Erna Candice Ribou ......................... Deerfield Beach, Florida 
Hernan Rico ............................. Palm Beach Gardens, Florida 
Diane R. Shepard ................................. Oakland Park, Florida 
Francisco Javier Llanos .................................. Sunrise, Florida Carlos Andres Urrutia ................................. Tamarac, Florida 
Jonathan Andrew Perrillo ................... Coral Springs, Florida Roberto Alexis Velez ................................ Plantation, Florida 
Samira Prepty .................................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
DIVISION OF SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
THOMAS FAGAN, Ph.D., Director 
ApPLIED PROFESSIONAL STUDIES 
Christopher Lance Chambliss ..................... Brandon, Florida Laura A Hill ......... .... ................................ Plant City, Florida 
Zaida E. Crane .............................................. Hialeah, Florida Jason L. Jones ............................ .... .... Pompano Beach, Florida 
Kelsey Michelle George ................................... Ocoee, Florida Kimberly Pressley-Herrick ............................ Miramar, Florida 
Deborah Cecile Hill ................................. Lauderhill, Florida 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
Claude Mary Alphonse ..... ...................... Brooklyn, New York Kevin James Meagher ..................... Mansfield, Massachusetts 
Anthony O. Angulo ....................................... Miami, Florida Kyle AJ. Nicholls ......................................... Miramar, Florida 
Michaelle Breneville ............................ Coral Springs, Florida Nayida 1. Ocasio ............................... . Deerfield Beach, Florida 
Patrick A Ceriello ............. ................ Farmingdale, New York Misty Dava Oliver ........................................ Tamarac, Florida 
Brooke H. Crosley .......................................... Sunrise, Florida Christina Bridgette Ortiz ............................. Orlando, Florida 
Sharifa S. Denis ........................................... Palmetto, Florida Jatna C. Ramirez .................................... New York, New York 
Kelly Lee Drum .............................................. Sunrise, FLorida Ashley Michelle Rivera ............................... Bronx, New York 
Doris Escobar .................................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Stephen Timothy Roberts .................... .... Hollywood, Florida 
Shelissa C. Gomes ........................ ............... Miramar, Florida Staycie Salomon ................................ Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Bridget Guerrero ............................................ Sunrise, Florida Carlos Santiago, Jr. ....................................... Hialeah, Florida 
Kevin Douglas Hanson .............................. Rockledge, Florida Briana Alexis Sepersaude ..................... Barnegat, New Jersey 
Rocklyn JeanBaptiste ................................ Lauderhill, Florida Patricia A Sirmons ......................... .... ...... Lauderhill, Florida 
Kiyunii Jakara Kendrick .. ............................... Miami, Florida Amanda Maria Ziadie ....................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
PARALEGAL STUDIES 
N ad ia Victoria Anderson .............................. Hialeah, Florida Marlon O. Rose ......................................... Lauderhill, Florida 
Julie A Beals ............................................. Plantation, Florida Dania Lidia Sancho ........................................ Miami, Florida 
Shawn Jerome Fletcher ................................ Miramar, Florida Alexis P. Scheidt ............................. Manahawkin, New Jersey 
Dayleen Garcia ............................... Hialeah Gardens, Florida Melissa Sun ..................................... West Palm Beach, Florida 
Cathy W. Leo .............. .... ....... ...... ..... Pembroke Pines, Florida Sigrid Mariella Vegas ................. ........ Boynton Beach, Florida 
Channon Christine Pifer. ....................... Boca Raton, Florida Shanika N. Whiters ..................................... Miramar, Florida 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Gloria M. Abreu-Fontana .......... ..................... Miami, Florida Maricris Therese Ampil... ................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Katherine Liliana Aguirre ........................ Hollywood, Florida Daniella Stella Barbosa .......... ............ .......... Miramar, Florida 
Elizabeth A Akin ................................ Coral Springs, Florida Chandini Basdeo ........................... North Lauderdale, Florida 
Heather Altman-Kingwell ........................ Wellington, Florida Tara Kim Bertone ............................. Hillsboro Beach, Florida 
Martha Alvarez ..................................... Coral Gables, Florida Diane Marie Bethel ................................ Jacksonville, Florida 
Mitchell A. Bitran ................................ Miami Beach, Florida Matthew Richard Lein ....... ....................... Wood Dale, Illinois 
Adriana Marie Bolivar. ...... ... ...... ....... Guaynabo, Puerto Rico Deirdre Marie Long ................. ..... .... .. .... Boca Raton, Florida 
Vukasin Bozovic ................... ...................... ... Belgrade, Serbia Casey Lynn Love ............................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Shannon Nicole Bressler ... ...... ................. York, Pennsylvania Laura A. Lyew ................ ........ ........... .. Kingston, Jamaica, WI 
Vicky Bureau ....................................... Cape May, New Jersey Jacob Ariel Marder ................................. Palm Beach, Florida 
Kayla L. Butler ............................... Lauderdale Lakes, Florida Aida Maria Martinez .. ............ ... ..... .. ....... Cutler Bay, Florida 
Danielle Lauren Butters .................... Highland Beach, Florida Kaley A. Mathis .............................. West Palm Beach, Florida 
Mary E. Camacho ............................................ Davie, Florida Emmy N erlandy Maurilus ........... ......... ........ Miramar, Florida 
Claudia Caprio .................. ... ...... .. Southwest Ranches, Florida Elizabeth Anne Mazzulla ......................... Fort Myers, Florida 
Isaac Chayo ........................................... ...... Aventura, Florida Gendry Montesino ........................ ................ Hialeah, Florida 
Lezonne P. Codner. .......................... ............ Miramar, Florida Nikisha Kishore Nagpal... .................... Coral Springs, Florida 
Becky Lynne Cool .......................................... Miami, Florida Michael R. Navarrete ......... ......................... Miramar, Florida 
Molly Elizabeth Conahan ................................ Davie, Florida Nicole L. Nieves .................. ... ....................... Hialeah, Florida 
Sulay L. Cribeiro ................................... Coral Gables, Florida Marcia O'Brien ................................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Ashley Palma Crooks ..... ....................... Norwood, New Jersey Jazmine D. Orlovsky ................ ........................ Davie, Florida 
Travis Crossland ...... ...... ....... ........ ......... Windermere, Florida Andrew Stuart Packard ......................... Knoxville, Tennessee 
Katie M. Dabrowski ................................. Vero Beach, Florida Christina Marie Perez ...................................... Davie, Florida 
Miche-Mana Desilien ................... ... ......... Lauderhill, Florida Stephanie Perez ................................. ........... Margate, Florida 
Isabeau B. Dornevi!... ..... ... ...... ... ........... ....... Naranja, Florida Cameron Pfahler. .......... ... .... ... ......... .. Neptune Beach, Florida 
Robin Takia Dupres .. ..... ... ...... .................... Sandys, Bermuda Tracey-Ann Polack ........................ ............ .. Miramar, Florida 
Chelsea Lee Emery .......................................... Eustis, Florida Alex Florin Pop ........................... ..... .... Coral Springs, Florida 
Robert T. Eremian ............................. Boynton Beach, Florida Carmina G. Ricciardi ................... ....... Coral Springs, Florida 
Yamila Espinal ......................................... Cutler Bay, Florida Jessica Dee Rice ......................... ....... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Melissa Roselyn Fiorentino .............. ..... Coral Gables, Florida Erica Monique Richardson .. ............ Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
T odne A. Foster .............. ... ............... Pembroke Pines, Florida Marlayna Rachel Ripley ................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Kimberly LaShaun Frazier ..... ........... Pompano Beach, Florida Ryan Louis Romero ................................... Plantation, Florida 
Massiel Fuentes ....................... ................. Cutler Bay, Florida Daniel B. Rosario ....................... ....... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Jennifer A. Garcia ........................................ Tamarac, Florida Melissa Danielle Rosen ..................... Bensalem, Pennsylvania 
Kendra Garcia ...................... ...... ...... .. ... ....... Miramar, Florida Bleyde Alexandra Salcedo-Mira ...................... Davie, Florida 
Norka-Maria Garcia ........................... ... .......... Miami, Florida Alicia-Ann D. Samuel ... ................ North Lauderdale, Florida 
Carmon Jocelynn Godfrey ...................... . Ironton, Minnesota Marjorie Sanchez ............... .... ... ..................... Weston, Florida 
Chloe Golden .................................. Lighthouse Point, Florida Alexis Jzahleza Sands ...................................... Miami, Florida 
Veronica A. Gonzalez ...... .............................. Weston, Florida Brittany N. Santana .... ...... .......... ..................... Davie, Florida 
Allison Rose Gradzki ............... .................. Rockledge, Florida Brittany Marie Schemtob ..... ............... Coral Springs, Florida 
Elizabeth Joy Graves ....................................... Miami, Florida Jamie Lin Scogin .............................. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Jose Aogusto Guzman, Jr. ................................ Davie, Florida Pablo Serna Restrepo ................ Armenia, Quindio, Colombia 
Natalie Guzman ............................................ Hialeah, Florida Rodrigo Serrano Correa ................................ Sunrise, Florida 
Allison Marie Halphen ................... West Palm Beach, Florida Roman Shamsutdinov ................................... Sunrise, Florida 
Taylor Anne Harrison .............................. Plantation, Florida Kenneth L. Simpson, Jr. ............................. Youngstown, Ohio 
Meyling Hernandez ...................................... Tamarac, Florida Brittany Nicole Singh ........ ... ..... .......... ........ Tamarac, Florida 
J anessa Marie Hershman .................... ...... Plantation, Florida Ashley J. St. Hilaire ............ ... .... ....... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Dania T. Hibbert-Mais ...................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Eric Brent Superczynski ...... ....... .. ............. Plantation, Florida 
Elizabeth Ibanez ................................ ........ .... Hialeah, Florida Marissa Dana Taylor ............ ........ Southwest Ranches, Florida 
Pauline E. Jackson ............... ... ................ .. Fort Myers, Florida Carolyn Thada!... ............................. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Ashley Jean-Simon ................................... Lauderhill, Florida Sonya Thaper. ............................................ Marietta, Georgia 
Elba Nicolle Jimenez, Jr. .......... ... ...................... Davie, Florida Caitlin S. Thomas ............. .............. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Ambry Samiqua Johnson ......................... ....... Miami, Florida Petra Torri .......................... ................ Boynton Beach, Florida 
Paulette L. Keel... .................... ......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Rocio Valdivieso ................................... Coral Gables, Florida 
Yasameen Kharazmi ... ................ ............. ........ Miami, Florida Kimberly Yvette Valentine-Austin ......... Jacksonville, Florida 
Sherron Felicia King ..................... Royal Palm Beach, Florida Ruth M. Vera ... .. ....................... ..... .. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Danielle R. Kitay .............................................. Davie, Florida Alejandra Vivas Carbo .......... ........... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Anne-Charlotte Kratz ......................... Coral Springs, Florida Julieta Wabnik ............................................ Aventura, Florida 
Marissa Brooke Kurtzer. .................... ... Coral Springs, Florida Shari L. Williams ...................................... Hollywood, Florida 
Suki C. LaFortune ... ..... .................... Pembroke Pines, Florida April Woodley ..... ......... .. ............ ... ......... Jacksonville, Florida 
Giovanni Y. Landauro ..................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Danille P. Wright. .. ...... ... ... ....... .... ........ ........... Davie, Florida 




Amanda P. Burakoski ....... ...................... Brooklyn, New York 
Sheena Desiree Coke ......................... .............. Davie, Florida 
Amanda Christine Poole .... ......... .................. Tampa, Florida 
Nina Michelle Sanders .......... ................... Hollywood, Florida 
Briana M. Hanly ............... ........ ......... ..... Bethpage, New York Marisa Stryker. ... .................... ... ....... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Latonya McKinney ................... ...................... Miami, Florida Jocelyn N . Wright ......... ....................... Oakland Park, Florida 
Colleen Denise O'Keefe ........... .............. West Islip, New York 
DIVISION OF MATH, SCIENCE, AND TECHNOLOGY 
MATTHEW HE, Ph.D., Director 
ApPLIED PROFESSIONAL STUDIES 
Ryan David Ambrose ......... ... .............. Twin Lakes, Wisconsin Lavoria T. Hicks ......................... ... ........... Opa-Locka, Florida 
Arthur P. Boothe ............... ... ........... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Diana Jimenez ............. ........... .... ..................... Miami, Florida 
Erica A. Calix .. ...................... .......................... Davie, Florida Vanessa Louissaint ........ ............. ..................... Miami, Florida 
Carlina Carnation ................. ............... Delray Beach, Florida Angela Lynn Love ........... ................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Jessica Lynn Darby .................... Palm Beach Gardens, Florida Sharon M. Mason ............................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Mark Richard Deweese .................... Murphy, North Carolina Stephanie Moore ........ .............. ............. Lynn Haven, Florida 
Stephanie Marie DiGiorgio .................... Orland Park, Illinois Jordan Michael Parrish .......... .......................... Davie, Florida 
Lauri-Ann Oniqua Ebanks .......................... Margate, Florida Neha Kirit Patel ............ .... ..... ........ ......... Schaumburg, Illinois 
Erik C. Eklund .................................... Miami Springs, Florida Rabia Peerali ............. ...... .... ... ................. Boca Raton, Florida 
Adriana Escobar .. .................. ........... Pembroke Pines, Florida Terry-Ann M. Ramjus ............... ..... ............. .... Miami, Florida 
Nathalie Elizabeth Findlater. ............ Pembroke Pines, Florida Jose Miguel Sarti ............................ ... .............. Miami, Florida 
Jalene Kelley Haynes ......................... 'Ormond Beach, Florida 
ATHLETIC TRAINING 
Stephan Mark Bronson, Jr. .... ............ Coconut Creek, Florida Marie Betty B. Masseus ...... .. .... ... ......... North Miami, Florida 
Andres S. Bueno .... ....... ............ ...................... Miami, Florida Lindsay Mae Minthorn ............................... Titusville, Florida 
William Henry Bunge III ... .................... S1Jringfield, Missouri Daniel Alexander Reyes ....................... Miami Lakes, Florida 
Rheisa Rhushanette Burke ................. Port Charlotte, Florida Robert G. Scranton ... ................... Royal Palm Beach, Florida 
Michelle Lynn Fuerst .......... ........... ... ... .... Armonk, New York Kim Jacson Urmaza ........................................ . Miami, Florida 
Andre Jouse Gonzalez .............. ......... Pembroke Pines, Florida Rachel B. Woodson ........ .................... ......... Rogers, Arkansas 
Beata Jeziorska ................... ... ............... Oakland Park , Florida 
BIOLOGY 
Fazeer Muhummad Abrahim ....... ... ............... Sunrise, Florida Julio Ramon Barcelo, Jr. ............................ Hollywood, Florida 
Cullen J. Adre ................................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Sintya Barreiro .................... ........ ... .. ........ ....... Miami, Florida 
Michael A. Aguirre .................................. Gainesville, Florida Nicole A. Beaulieu ..... .... .... ... ... .... ...... Coconut Creek, Florida 
Ahmed Ali ................................................ Plantation, Florida Beric E. Berlioz ........ ............. .... .................... Bronx, New York 
Saamia Liaquat Ali Shaikh ......................... Orlando, Florida Rina M. Bhalani .......... ....... ..... ........ ......... ..... Tampa, Florida 
Gina E. Allen .................................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Jacqueline L. Blount ....... ... .............................. Davie, Florida 
Sabrina Allen .. ........ ........... ......... ..... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Paige Marie Boivin ............ ...... .................... Plainfield, Illinois 
Farah S. Alli .......................... ................. Cooper City, Florida Marissa Ann Bota ........................................... Miami, Florida 
Yousef Almuzaini ............................. Fort Lauderdale, Florida Lauren Elizabeth Boudreau .................... Waterford, New York 
Raisa Waleska Arana ......... ... ... ..... ... ..... Miami Lakes, Florida Mark David Braden, Jr. .................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Sameed Ashfaq ..... ....................................... Tamarac, Florida Catalina Breton ............................................. Weston, Florida 
Monica E. Azer ......... ... .. ................................ Oviedo, Florida Suelan Ashley Brown .................. .......... ... Plantation, Florida 
Julie Bae ... .................. .... ............. .... ....... ... Hollywood, Florida Timothy Frank Brugman ...... ... ...... Gastonia, North Carolina 
Nastassia G. Baltodano .............. North Miami Beach, Florida Christina Marie Bryan ................. St. Thomas, Virgin Islands 
Brenda A. Buske ............ ... .......... .. .. .. ............. Weston, Florida Michael D. Hoang ................ ........ .. ... .. ........ Palm Bay, Florida 
Jose G. Cabrera ........................................ Homestead, Florida Xiance T. Holas .......................... .. ... ........... . Miramar, Florida 
Christopher L. Cappy ......... .............. Pompano Beach, Florida Nicholas 1. Hoo-Fatt ................................. Plantation, Florida 
Eduardo J. Carrera ................ .. .. .... .... Pembroke Pines, Florida Kadian Hurlston .............................................. Davie, Florida 
Jazsmine Ilene Carter. .......... ................. Jensen Beach, Florida Quoc Nam Le Huynh ............................... Bradenton, Florida 
Alejandro Javier Carvajal ............................... Miami, Florida Mohiuddin Ifaz.. .......................... .... ....... Cooper City, Florida 
Frank Antonio Cerabona ................. Pembroke Pines, Florida Elizabeth Indik.. ............................ .. .......... Plantation, Florida 
Natalie E. Cespedes .............................. Miami Lakes, Florida Ahmad Abdulallah Jabado ......... .. .................. Miami, Florida 
Sonya M. Chacko ................................ Coral Springs, Florida Merlyn Jacob ........................... .. ... ... ............. Margate, Florida 
Maya Chandran ................................... Coral Springs, Florida Tane C. Javel... ............................................... Sunrise, Florida 
Urslan S. Chaudhry ............. .... .... Southwest Ranches, Florida Michelle D. Jhagroo .......... .. .............. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Lona Chen ....................................................... Davie, Florida Jiny E. Jimmy .............................................. Sugar Land, Texas 
Kelly Chong .......... .. ... .................. .. ... .............. Miami, Florida Ariel Caitlin Jordan ....................................... Sunrise, Florida 
Jenise S. Clarke ................ .. .... .. ...................... Sunrise, Florida Nikki S. Joseph ................................ . Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Rachel Rose Comito ................................. Plantation, Florida Roshny T. Joseph ......................................... Orlando, Florida 
Quincy B. Conway ............................. Toms River, New Jersey Kseniya L. Kaydash ............... .. .................. .. Aventura, Florida 
Robert Craig Coppola, Jr. ........ .. ...... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Paul Ambrose Keefe ........................ .. Pompano Beach, Florida 
Michael Gregory Cort .......... .. .................... Parkland, Florida N aeem Khalid ................................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Luviette Marie Cruz ....................... North Lauderdale, Florida Alina J. Khan .................... .. .............. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Elisa DAbbraccio .................. .. .................. Lauderhill, Florida Maruf R. Khan .......................................... Lauderhill, Florida 
Sean E. Daley ............................................ Wellington, Florida Peter Sami Khouzam ..................... ...... ..... . Hollywood, Florida 
Sophronie Dantica .................................... Lauderhill, Florida William Charles Kotkin ............................. Roslyn, New York 
Alejandro Del Valle ..................... .. ................. Miami, Florida Samantha Kulangara ..................................... Seffner, Florida 
Lunise Desir ........................... ................... Hampton, Georgia Shane Kulangara ............................................ Valrico, Florida 
Michael Desroches ............................. ............. Miami, Florida Sanda Lalicic ......................... .. ... ...... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Michael Anthony Diez .................................... Davie, Florida Gabriella Louise LaRusso ................................ Davie, Florida 
Richard Guenter Dittmer ......................... Hollywood, Florida Lauralee Gabrielle Lawrence ..................... Roseau, Dominica 
Stephanie Dominguez ..................................... Miami, Florida Jorge Leal ...................................... .. .... .. ........ Hialeah, Florida 
Mondy F. Dormil... ...................... .. ... .. ....... North Port, Florida Tina C. Lee .................... .. ............................ Tamarac, Florida 
Jesus James Dumlao, Jr. .......................... Cooper City, Florida Vanessa L. Leon .......... .. .... .. ........................... Sunrise, Florida 
Nikeshia Antoinette Dunkelly-Allen ... Lehigh Acres, Florida Paige M. Lindsley ....................... Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio 
Kadian Nicola Dunn .................... Royal Palm Beach, Florida Brent Weylin Llera ......................... North Lauderdale, Florida 
Anazilta Edward ............................................ Sunrise, Florida Lauren E. Llorente ........ .. .... .. ......................... Sunrise, Florida 
Sebastian Estrada .............. ... ... ...... ............... Miramar, Florida Cedrick Lubin ......................................... Boca Raton, Florida 
Sandra Daniela Eynon ...... .. ............................. Stuart, Florida Jason Matt Lukis .............................................. Davie, Florida 
Michele Fernandez ............................ Pembroke Pines, Florida Natasha Madhyani ................................. Windermere, Florida 
Daphnie Elisha Francois .................... Coconut Creek, Florida Shivani S. Maharaj ..... Saint Augustine, Trinidad and Tobago, 
Chasity A. Frohn ............................. Fort Lauderdale, Florida Jaibel J. Makiyil... ....................................... Sugar Land, Texas 
Neil Jayant Gajera ........ .. ... ............................... Davie, Florida Neil Justin Maniquis .......................... Boynton Beach, Florida 
Kristie Garcia ...................................... .. ........... Davie, Florida Stacilee Dominique Manning .................. Hollywood, Florida 
Michelle Nicole Garcia-Casals ..... .. ................ Miami, Florida Heather Marie Marchese ............................... Sunrise , Florida 
Christopher Dioso George .................... Palmetto Bay, Florida Joshua T. Mathews ................................... Bolingbrook, Illinois 
Jonathan Gerardo ................................ ........... Miami, Florida Iryna Matviyiva ............................................. Sunrise, Florida 
Flor Jatzmin Gervacio ........................... Delray Beach, Florida Ashley Ann McClure ............................... Plantation, Florida 
Jay Vikas Ghiya .............................................. Tampa, Florida Sarah M. McCourt ...................................... Orlando, Florida 
Sade Najwa Soyini Glanville .............. Kingston, Jamaica, WI Toni-Kaye A. McDougall.. ........................... Tamarac, Florida 
Jaime Jesus Gonzalez ...................................... Weston, Florida Heidi Mederos ................................................. Miami, Florida 
Monique Caryl Gordon ............................ Lauderhill, Florida Priya Mohan .... ............................. ............. Herndon, Virginia 
Siddarth GoyaL ............................ .. ...... .... ...... Davie, Florida Nayeli Montes ......... .. ............ .. ........................ Miami, Florida 
Leila Rose Grass .............. .. ...................... Boca Raton, Florida Jennifer Morales ...................................... Lake Worth, Florida 
Nicholas Griffin .. ... ...... ........... ....... .. Fort Lauderdale, Florida Oliver Alexander Moreira .............................. Miami, Florida 
Nastassja J. Guyah ......................... North Lauderdale, Florida Elizabeth S. Mortazavi ................................... Tampa, Florida 
Laura Geller Halpern ................................... Tamarac, Florida Jean-Yves Muller. ........................ North Miami Beach, Florida 
Tiffany A. Harrison .................................. Plantation, Florida Amelia Ruth Munkberg ................................... Davie, Florida 
Matthew Steven Hartwig ................................ Davie, Florida Stephanie L. Munroe .............. .... ............ ..... Miramar, Florida 
Deanna Hasan .......................... .. .............. Plantation, Florida Rajeswari Murugan ...................... ............. Hollywood, Florida 
Joseph Paul Hashim .................................. Plantation, Florida Co T. Nguyen ................................. .. ... ...... Kissimmee, Florida 
Sikandar S. Hashmi ....................... .. ....... Boca Raton, Florida Brandi D. Nichols ........ .. ....... .. ........... ........ .Inverness, Florida 
Jennifer Monica Helmy .................. .. ....... Boca Raton, Florida Patricia Nyathi .......................................... Lauderhill, Florida 
Anihara Hernandez ............ .... .... ............. . Hollywood, Florida Sabina Bebutovna Oboukova ................. Boca Raton, Florida 
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Allan J. Orozco .................................... Miami Shores, Florida Maylin Sanchez ........................................ Hollywood, Florida 
Jeanette Marie Owens ........... .......................... Davie, Florida Nancy P. Sarmiento ......................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Stephanie M. Palma ............ ............ ................ Miami, Florida Brandon H. Schafer ........................................ Davie, Florida 
Maria L. Parra ................. .. .......................... Valera, Venezuela Samantha C. Schemidt ................ ........ ........ Weston, Florida 
lfaz Parvez .......................................... ....... Hollywood, Florida Derrick Wade Schmidt ............................ Bellefontaine, Ohio 
Devesh Mukund Patel... ................................... Largo, Florida Hilda Segal ................................... .. .......... Hollywood, Florida 
Jai Patel ........................................... London, United Kingdom Anaam Fatima Shaikh ........... .. ....... .. .......... Orlando, Florida 
Nisha Rajni Patel .................................. Panama City, Florida Blanca Shalaby ...................................... Cooper City, Florida 
Shivali Girish Patel... ............................... Tallahassee, Florida Diana Shalev .................................. Sunny Isles Beach, Florida 
Vinay Patel... ............... ........ ..... ................ Fort Myers, Florida Brandon Kyle Sherlock .................................... Davie, Florida 
Miranda K. Persaud ................................... Plantation, Florida Anita Reana Singh ........... .. ................ ...... Hollywood, Florida 
Katrina Ericka Peruyero ................................ Hialeah, Florida Darshan H. Solanki ............... .. ........................ Davie , Florida 
Huxlande Petigny ........................ .................... Davie, Florida Sonia Lynn Spaleny .......................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Marcia Philatre ........................ ............ Port St. Lucie, Florida Jennifer Angela Suarez ................................... Miami, Florida 
Jessica A. Phyu ....................... .. ................ Greenacres, Florida Nakisha Nicole Sucarichi ................. Deerfield Beach, Florida 
Demi Lynn Picallo ............................ Pembroke Pines, Florida Kim Ta ............................................... Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
Taylor B. Pinder ......................................... Lake Park, Florida Andrea A. Talpos ............................................ Davie, Florida 
Raj Larry Prabhakar .... .. ................. Virginia Gardens, Florida Zara Taqi ................................ .... .................. Miramar, Florida 
Meggean Pradere ............................................. Miami, Florida Ahmed A. Tarar ............................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Cassandra Mary Ann Prado ..................... Hollywood, Florida Alexander M. Tarr .................................. Everett, Washington 
Sheena D. Pyram ......................................... Miramar, Florida John Medhat Tawadrous .................................. Davie, Florida 
Shaunn Brittany Rabinovich ...................... Toronto, Canada Travis L. Thomas ............................................ Miami, Florida 
Marissa Marie Raimo ..................... Hampton Bays, New York Andrea Danielle Thomas-Duncan ........... Lauderhill, Florida 
Joanne Lucrecia Rakhar .............................. Miramar, Florida Stepan Uhlyar .......................................... . Hollywood, Florida 
Orealys Amely Ramirez ................................. Weston, Florida Nancybel Urena .......................................... Parkland, Florida 
Jennifer L. Rankin .................... .. .... .. .... .... Hollywood, Florida Daniela Vargas ................................ .. ............ Duluth, Georgia 
Melanie Sindhu Reddy .................................... Davie, Florida Claire Isabelle Catherine Verret.. .................... Davie, Florida 
Iris Reyes .................................................... Dover, New Jersey Daniel Vesco ..................................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Kevin R. Reynolds ................................... Fort Myers, Florida Danielle Sandra Vidal ............................ Boca Raton, Florida 
Michelle Rivas ............................................... Sunrise, Florida Laura X. Villafane ............................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Luis E. Rodriguez .......................... ... ................ Davie, Florida Michael Thomas Wiernicki .................... Boca Raton, Florida 
Marian Rodriguez ............................................ Davie, Florida Samantha Joe Williams ............................... Miramar, Florida 
Javanette Sherese Rolle ............................ Lauderhill, Florida Nicole M. Woodall ................................... Wellington, Florida 
Lorita B. Romer ............................................ Hialeah, Florida Aja K. Wright .................................................. Stuart, Florida 
Jose Luis Saavedra ....................................... Margate, Florida Joseph Gary Zarrella ............ .. ............. Johnston, Rhode Island 
Laura Ann Saladrigas ..................................... Davie, Florida Rebecca Frances Zeller ............................. Plantation, Florida 
Norma Salazar ............................. ............. Hollywood, Florida Max Nicholas Zimmerman ............... Woodbury, Connecticut 
Adam Edward Saltz ........................ .. ...... Scarborough, Maine 
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Ivano Bacchetta .............. ........ ... ... ............ Hollywood, Florida Crystal G. Haughton .............. .. ... ... ............. Miramar, Florida 
Jegry A. Cuello ................................................... Frisco, Texas Tanisha Denise Jackson ............................ Hollywood, Florida 
Jennifer Cassia Dasilva .................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Janice L. James .................... ................. Coral Springs, Florida 
Anthony Michael Davis ................... Medford, Massachusetts Brandon Ali Lachman .............. .. ... ........... Plantation, Florida 
Matthew B. De Bruin .................................... Weston, Florida Mario Marin .................................................. Pahokee, Florida 
Andrew Clive Derbyshire ................ Fort Lauderdale, Florida Eliette Martin ................................................. Miami, Florida 
Derval E. Drummond ........ ... ............. Coconut Creek, Florida Larissa S. Martin .......................................... Bronx, New York 
Frank Oundre Durrant ................................... Miami, Florida Ashleigh Candice McKenzie .......................... Miami, Florida 
Lauren Elizabeth Fehnel .................... Nazareth, Pennsylvania Hana J. Moskowitz .................................... Potomac, Maryland 
Roberta Olubunmi Fisher ..... .................... Plantation, Florida Daniel C. Muggeo ............................ Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Theodore J. Flynn .................... .............. Springfield, Missouri Sam Oppedisano .................. .. ... .............. Westbury, New York 
Kristina R. Forbes .. ...... ................................ Margate, Florida Adriana M. Pavon .......................................... Weston, Florida 
Gary L. Foster ............................................. Yelm, Washington Frank E. Pena .................................................. Miami, Florida 
Adrien Denis Glezil .................. Palm Beach Gardens, Florida Berlyne Tiara Pierre Louis .............................. Naples, Florida 
Jesse J. Gonzalez ........................................... Miramar, Florida David Da Rocha Pinto ...................... Pompano Beach, Florida 
Yannette L. Guadalupe ............................. Plantation, Florida Adriana A. Pobiarzyn ........................ Los Angeles, California 
Andrew Jay Haimowitz ........................ Coral Springs, Florida Ana M. Rivera ................................................ Miami, Florida 
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Brian William Ronay ................... ... ... .. ........ Miramar, Florida Florencia Schwarz .............. ........................ .... Weston, Florida 
Yineth Sanchez ................... ... ... ... ................. Hialeah, Florida Chanelle Joy Ventura ...... ................ Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Sharbel K. Bousemaan ....... ... .................. .. Hollywood, Florida Pablo Cesar Huaman ..................................... Tampa, Florida 
Juwell Elijah Bowman ........ ............... Pembroke Pines, Florida Pedro Othoniel Interian ............................... Hialeah, Florida 
Anitza A. Corria ................................... Miami Beach, Florida Francisco Ernesto Medina ................ ... ........ Miramar, Florida 
Ryan M. Del Rosario ...... .. .. ................ Boynton Beach, Florida Christopher Michael Meyer. .......................... Weston, Florida 
Douglas E. Holland ........................... Pompano Beach, Florida Stefan F. Moore ................................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES/STUDIES 
Sharon Elizabeth Chinchilla .................... Hollywood, Florida Andrea Rose-Marie Ostering ................... ...... Sunrise, Florida 
Maria Elena Del Campillo ................ Pembroke Pines, Florida Nicholas Gary Ramos ... .......................... Boca Raton, Florida 
Shantavior L. Ferguson .................................... Davie, Florida Kevin V. Reyes ................................................. Davie, Florida 
Patrick Michael Gaughran ....... ................ Plantation, Florida Carolina Paola Segarra ........... ... ....... Miami Gardens, Florida 
Andrew Albert Gonzalez .......... .... ................... Davie, Florida Tammy D. Smith ............................. ............. Tamarac, Florida 
Ashley Meredith Grace .............. .............. Hollywood, Florida Elizabeth Fraser Susky .. ............ ....... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Yannick John ......................... .......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Kerrie Aileen Underwood .......................... Sandys, Bermuda 
EXERCISE AND SPORT SCIENCE 
Ivette Gisselle Alvarenga ............ ................... Sunrise, Florida Lauren Frances Jones ........................................ Austin, Texas 
Sapphire G. Aragon ................ ................... Dover, New Jersey Kyley Amber Jorgensen ............................. Wellington, Florida 
Erin Black ....................................... .. ....... Fort Myers, Florida Kristina Labossiere ......................................... Sunrise, Florida 
Kristina V. Cabrera .......................................... Doral, Florida Amber Marie Morrell ......................... Brigantine, New Jersey 
Steven Mark Chiarelli ......................... Coral Springs, Florida Stephanie R. Palazzolo .................... New Port Richey, Florida 
Michael Robert Everhart ................................ Clifton, Maine Jordan M. Pappas .................................... Boca Raton, Florida 
Duane L. Franks .............. ......................... Hollywood, Florida Nil B. Patel... ................................... New Hartford, New York 
Anabelle 1. Galvez ................................... Greenacres, Florida Lorena A. Platero ........................................ Aventura, Florida 
Dheeraj Gangaram .............................. ........ Miramar, Florida Lukas M. Roesch ....................................... Sugar Grove, Ohio 
Tamika Gayle .................................................. Miami, Florida Hancy Senatus ............................... North Lauderdale, Florida 
Jonathan Gil ................................ .. ................. Miami, Florida Eloisa Silva, ]r ................................................... Doral, Florida 
Jonas Grundstrom ............. .. ...... ... ................ Fagersta, Sweden Ashley Aracelia Silveira ................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Kyle Gyarfas ..................... ..................... Fairfield, Connecticut Aaron David Smith .......................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Charles Shane Hill .......................................... Davie, Florida Justo E. Torres ........................ .. ................. Cayey, Puerto Rico 
Gregory Lyndon Hinds .................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Jessica Morgan Walter ........................... Knoxville, Tennessee 
Alyssa Michelle Ingram ........ .. ... ....... Pompano Beach, Florida Benjamin Joseph Williams .............................. Davie, Florida 
Wislyne Jean-Pierre ........................................ Sunrise, Florida 
MARINE BIOLOGY 
Ana Teresa Arias ..................................... Caracas, Venezuela Erin Leigh Nassif... ........ .. ..................... Galloway, New Jersey 
Natalie Liliane Bergeal .......... .. ........... Stamford, Connecticut Erica Rae Oliva ..................................... Jensen Beach, Florida 
Kayla Renee Caldwell ........... ................... Springfield, Virginia Vanessa Jandel Santamaria .................. Coral Springs, Florida 
Kory Michael Evans ....................... Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Jillian Marie Sawyna ....................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Gina Marie Festa ............................................. Davie, Florida Danielle Blair Schwartzberg ..................... Plantation, Florida 
Francesca Elizabeth Fourney .................... Plantation, Florida Brittany Jane Serafin ...................................... Hinckley, Ohio 
Joshua William Fredrick .................. Germantown, Maryland Shane David Sonnenfeld ...... .. ......................... Eustis, Florida 
Dustin Cory Gerber .................................... Princeton, Illinois Shannon Elizabeth Twist .................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Jeffrey A. Gipson ........................................... Tampa, Florida Bridgette Weiss .......................... .. ....... Middletown, New York 
Kelly Marie McMahon .................. .. ....... Fitchburg, Wisconsin 
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ABRAHAM S. FISCHLER SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
H. WELLS SINGLETON, Ph.D., Dean 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS 
TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS 
TERRY DAVIS, M.S. 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
Reatha Hall ............. ... ... .... .. ...... ...... ................................................................... .. ........................... .. ... ... .. .............. Davie , Florida 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS 
JAMIE MANBURG, Ed.D., Associate Dean 
ApPLIED PROFESSIONAL STUDIES 
Karen V. Baugh ................................... Portland, jamaica, WI Shernett Clarke ................. .. ... ... ... ....... St. Ann, jamaica, WI 
Simone A. Brown ............. May-Pen Clarendon, jamaica, WI 
EDUCATION 
Jennifer Victoria Jablansky ........... .. .......... Plantation, Florida Belkis Rodriguez ............................................. Miami, Florida 
Mary Ann Jenkins ................................. Meridian, Mississippi Jessica Salgado ............................................ Key West, Florida 
Latonya M. Monroe ................................ Alexandria, Virginia Alvaro Jose Segovia ............ .. ... .... .. ................ Sunrise, Florida 
Teyda O. Paitchell ............ .. ... ... .... .. ...... Coral Springs, Florida Mercedes Sierra ............ .... .... .................... Homestead, Florida 
Elizabeth Roque Perez ...... .. ............................. Miami, Florida Shakema J . Tucker .......................... West Palm Beach, Florida 
Zingha PowelL ............................................ Orlando, Florida Maria Mercedes Villavicencio ........................ Miami, Florida 
Juan Carlos Reinoso ....................................... Sunrise, Florida 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Theresa Rosa Alvarez ...................................... Davie, Florida Rachel D. Handfield ............. Turks, Turks and Caicos Islands 
Hanadi Talal Azaiza .............. .. ......... Pembroke Pines, Florida Vanda P. Harvey ...... Providenciales, Turks and Caicos Islands 
Christin D. Branch ................................. jacksonville, Florida Neekimo Natasha King .......... TCI, Turks and Caicos Islands 
Laura Caridad Castineiras ....................... Cutler Bay, Florida Candace J. McClendon ..................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Shanon D. Cervi .......................................... Brandon, Florida Marlyce Marie Mirabal ................................... Miami, Florida 
Brooke Viera Cimmino ................... West Palm Beach, Florida Rebeca Mizraji Garces .......... .. ...................... Hialeah, Florida 
Lea A. Deane ................................................... Davie, Florida Angelica Neris .................................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Cherline Nemours Dickenson ......... ............ Turks, Turks and Jaclyn Praxedes ....................................... jacksonville, Florida 
Caicos Islands Keira R. Ramsey ..... .. .................. .. ............. Freeport, Bahamas 
Paula N. Edwards ............................................ Miami, Florida Holly Stevenson ............................................. Labelle, Florida 
Ray V. Fawcett .......................................... Freeport, Bahamas Barbara Davis Thompson ......................... Freeport, Bahamas 
Sharonica Grace Ann Aleisha Francis .......... Providenciales, Amanda E. Travis ................................... jacksonville, Florida 
Turks and Caicos Islands Krystal Valladares ...................... .. ............ Cutler Bay, Florida 
Remy M. Gordon ............................................ Miami, Florida Tjunia R. Walker ........... .. ............................ Orlando, Florida 
EXCEPTIONAL STUDENT EDUCATION 
Melone Maeron Anderson ............................. Sunrise, Florida Maria Alejandra Mejia ......................... Coral Gables, Florida 
Briana Lynn Belostock ....................... Glen Rock, New Jersey Phyllis Joi Mejia ........................................ Hollywood, Florida 
Susana Valeska Cedeno ........................ ....... Miramar, Florida Dianelly Mouradian ......... ...... ............ .......... Miramar, Florida 
Nicole E. Corey ................................... Miami Springs, Florida Stephany A. Lopez ................. .. ..... ..... Glen Burnie, Maryland 
Ashley Ann Cozzi ......................................... Apopka, Florida Kamal B. Nebhrajani ....... ...... ......................... Miami, Florida 
Frederick Leonard Gadson, Jr . ................. Homestead , Florida Catalina Ramos ................. ......... .................... Miami, Florida 
Sharon Legault .................................... Land O'Lakes, Florida 
MIDDLE GRADES 
Carlos Eduardo Nobriga ........................................................................................ ................................................ Miami, Florida 
PREKINDERGARTEN/PRIMARY EDUCATION: AGE 3-GRADE 3 
Kira Jimaila Baltimore ............................... Riverview, Florida Jennifer Elizabeth Goykhman ......... ..... .......... Miami, Florida 
Cynthia C. Castro .......................................... Miami, Florida Enchilada V. Key ......................................... Valdosta, Georgia 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
Cristine Lynn Chang ........................ Pembroke Pines, Florida Toni l. Kuzmicki ............................................ Sunrise, Florida 
Christopher Michael Clevenger ............... Hollywood, Florida Diana Nerro .................................... West Palm Beach, Florida 
Lisa Marie De La Vega .................................. Hialeah, Florida Ashley Carolyn Pastor .............................. Hollywood, Florida 
Andre A. Escobar ............................ Fort Lauderdale, Florida Margie D. Pinzon ............................................ Miami, Florida 
Henry S. Griffin ............................................ Tampa, Florida Jessica Robertson ................................ Winter Haven, Florida 
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH CARE SCIENCES 
RICHARD DAVIS, Ed.D., Dean 
JORGE HAN, M.D., Director 
BACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE 
Laurie Elizabeth Agle .. ........... .... .... .. ... .. High Springs, Florida Joseph S. Kituyi ................................. Amherst, Massachusetts 
Vicky Sofia Awalt ..... ......................... ...... Lake Mary, Florida Jana Katherine Kolbe .............................. Jacksonville, Florida 
Nicole L. Baker .. ....... ... ..... ......... ... .......... Jacksonville, Florida Julie Kuaniver Kutlesic ....................... Boynton Beach, Florida 
Micaela N. Barter ..................................... Gainesville, Florida Gloria Ann Lawless .................................... Palm Bay, Florida 
Anthony David Bitgood ...... .. ......................... Jupiter, Florida Sheryl Kemrene Leslie ...................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Shauna H. Browning .. .............. .. ..................... Morgan, Utah Lisa Michelle Mancino .............. Green Cove Springs, Florida 
Zuleidy Calderin ............................ .. ............. Hialeah, Florida Miranda Carol Meadors ........................ Panama City, Florida 
Bree Anne Carter .................................... .Indialantic, Florida Cindy Ann Mirville .................................... .. Deltona, Florida 
Elise Marie Celestin ........... .. ................... Boca Raton, Florida Angela Mooneyhan ......................... .. .............. Davie, Florida 
Amy Christine Coker ........ .. ................. ... Gainesville, Florida Jesslyn Perez ............................... .. ................. Hialeah, Florida 
Taja Cox ......................... ................................. Miami, Florida Jennifer Elizabeth Plappert .................. St. Augustine, Florida 
Stacey Lynn Curtis ...................... ........... . Melbourne, Florida Cindy Renwick.. ...................... .. ......... Coconut Creek, Florida 
Jessenia Dingui ....................................... Jacksonville, Florida Jason D. Rice ........................................... Jacksonville, Florida 
Robin Takia Dupres ............... .. ........ .... ...... Sandys, Bermuda Anjuliette W. Richburg ............................ Cedar Key, Florida 
Teresa Dzidowski ...................................... Des Plaines, Illinois Kevin Vance Roberts .......... .. ................ Grand Island, Florida 
Shenitha L. Edwards ....... ........................ Jacksonville, Florida Mary Jane Rodriguez ....................................... Miami, Florida 
Alain Fernandez ....................................... Hollywood, Florida Melissa C. Rodriguez ....... .. ..... .... ............ Cape Coral, Florida 
Jenifer Louise Fountain ............ .. ............. Jacksonville, Florida Georgette Brown Shepherd ........................... Pearland, Texas 
Latricia Denise Frasier ................................ Palm Bay, Florida Maria Antonia Switzer ............................ Cutler Bay, Florida 
Marcia Grundtisch ............................. The Woodlands, Texas Nicole Marie Tatum ................................ Jacksonville, Florida 
Natasha Yogendra Gump ........................ Jacksonville, Florida Robert Dale Walker ................ ........... Boynton Beach, Florida 
Nadia R. Haniff ........ ................. .. ........ Coral Springs, Florida Maria C. Walsh ........................................ Fort Pierce, Florida 
Timothy Lavon Helms ............................. Tallahassee, Florida Lindsay Wendel.. .. ......................... .... .............. Jupiter, Florida 
Shabana S. Hossain ............ .. ....................... Orlando, Florida Dana B. West ................... .. .... .. ...................... Marion, Illinois 
Kyle Rae Isaacs .............. .. ... ............ San Geronimo, California Ole cia Williams ..................................... Coral Spring, Florida 
Alishia Kinch ... ........ .......................... ..... JacksonviHe, Florida Brittany Nicole Wood ........... .. ... ... ... ....... Jacksonville, Florida 
Delphia S. King ........................ .. ... .................. Miami, Florida 
VASCULAR SONOGRAPHY 
Angela Joy Betancourt .... .. .............................. Davie, Florida Kristina Marie Lazerus ..................................... Davie, Florida 
Harpreet K. Bhogal. ............... .. ......... Pembroke Pines, Florida Lauren A. Lichtman ...................... Sunny Isles Beach, Florida 
Assielka Mariela Davila ...................... .. .......... Miami, Florida Thao B. Nguyen .............. .. ... ..................... Las Vegas, Nevada 
Natalie Marie Guinto ................... West Deptford, New Jersey Jibran Syed ............. .. ................................. Hollywood, Florida 
Steven David Harp ......... .. ........................... Miramar, Florida Nayela Syed ............................. .. ............. Cooper City, Florida 
Emil Jose .............. ... ........... ...... .. ....... .. ........ . Seminole, Florida Andrew Michael Walters ..... .. .............. Coral Springs, Florida 
Shazia Maria Khan ... .................................. Parkland, Florida Shelby Renee Wilder .......................... Jersey City, New Jersey 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
MARCELLA RUTHERFORD, Ph.D., M.B.A., M.S.N., Dean 
LINDA STROMMEN, Ed.D., Associate Dean 
MARY BOTTER, Ph.D., Associate Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING-ENTRY LEVEL 
FORT LAUDERDALE 
Aylin Alfonso ........................ .......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Christopher Angel Larrinaga ....................... Hialeah, Florida 
Stephanie Vanessa Arbulu ...... ....................... Miami, Florida Sendia Leandre .............................. Lauderdale Lakes, Florida 
Melissa Eva Arguello ............... ... ............ Boca Raton, Florida Katherine Elizabeth Macdonald ...................... Davie, Florida 
Vanessa Arias ............... .. ....... ... .... ............. Hollywood, Florida Michelle M. Machin ....................................... Miami, Florida 
Bethany Ann Bacon ............................... Boca Raton, Florida Josiane Majuste ......................................... Lauderhill, Florida 
Valerie S. Banarsee ........................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Jersy Marcelus ............. .......... .......... West Palm Beach, Florida 
Charlene Alecia Benjamin .... .......... .......... .. Tamarac, Florida Janique R. Mynot. ...... .. .................................. Sunrise, Florida 
Angelique M. Buczek ................................ Plantation, Florida Jean Vladimir Narcisse ......... ....................... Tamarac, Florida 
Tara C. Cain .......... ... ...................... .. .............. Jupiter, Florida Kristina Orellana ...... ............. ........ .. .. ............. Miami, Florida 
Xavier F. Carcache ...................... .. ................ Hialeah, Florida Nina Gloria Pereira ...................................... Orlando, Florida 
Maria Paz Carrasco ......................................... Santiago, Chile Christian F. Rodriguez ...................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Freddy Alberto Celorrio ............................... Hialeah, Florida Kimberly Ann Rodriguez .......................... Plantation, Florida 
Aline N. Chau .................................. Pembroke Pines, Florida Ann Rose ... .................................... Lauderdale Lakes, Florida 
Ernesto Cordova ... ................... ..................... Hialeah, Florida Sharon M. Rudolph ....................... ....... ....... .... Davie, Florida 
Tahiesha Latoya Crosdale ................. Miami Gardens, Florida Caryn Saint-Vii .......................... North Miami Beach, Florida 
Desiree Davis ............................. .............. Gainesville, Florida Oriannie P. Salomon ................................ Plantation, Florida 
Regine M. Fernandez ........ .......................... . Miramar, Florida Yolanda DeRegla Silveira-Aponte ..... .......... Miramar, Florida 
Sherley Fleurant ....................................... .. ..... Miami, Florida Doselia L. Sinclair. ... ........ ......................... Lauderhill, Florida 
Cyndil E. Flores ... .... ...... ... ..... ..................... ... Sunrise, Florida Anita Kumarie Singh ...... ......................... Hollywood, Florida 
Bridget Freitas ...... ......... ......... ....... .... Pembroke Pines, Florida Zuharmmy Sosa ................................. .. ........... Miami, Florida 
Jennifer Garcia ................. .................... Coral Springs, Florida Gabriella Sotelo ... ................... ....... .. ... ..... ........ Davie, Florida 
Darlyne Germain ....... .. .. ................. West Palm Beach, Florida Elvis Otis Stoddart ......................................... Sunrise, Florida 
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Shawna K. Johnson ... .... ................. .... ........ Nassau, Bahamas Joao Claudio Silva .......................... Alvalade/Luanda, Angola 
Valencia Leonora Johnson .......................... Nassau, Bahamas Tamara P. Smith .......... ........... .......... Miami Gardens, Florida 
Joy A. Khoury ........................ .. .............. Cooper City, Florida Atiya Thomas ............. ....... .... .... ............... Lauderhill, Florida 
Nicholas R. Luders ........................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Lisa Michelle Woods ...................................... Valrico, Florida 
Richard B. Maddalena ..................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Antoinette Wright .............. ....................... Riverview, Florida 
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MARKETING 
Elizabeth G. Angueira .................... ..... ......... Hialeah, Florida Katerina N. Pinon ........................ .. ................. Miami, Florida 
David M. Chapel ......................................... Brandon, Florida Amanda Lee Rivera .......... .... .................... Monroe, New York 
Robert A. Dm'is ..................................... Cooper City, Florida Alexandra Roman .......................................... Miami, Florida 
Sara Gawish ............ .. ..... ................................ Sunrise, Florida Kirstine Synnoeve Rust ........................... Hokksund, Norway 
Ezra Joel Levi ............................................ Caracas, Venezuela Harrison l. Sachs ........................ ... Hallandale Beach, Florida 
Adam Paul Mahfood ...................................... Weston, Florida Denise Michelle Ann Sharp ..................... Plantation, Florida 
Alberto Mata Espinoza ...... .. .. .. .............. Lecherias, Venezuela Kelsea Suzanne Smith ............................ Big Lake, Minnesota 
Joreda Topi .......................................... Bonnigheim, Germany 
Michele Karen Viso ................................ ..... Miramar, Florida 
Joshua A. Mathis .............................. Miami Gardens, Florida 
Chris Emerson Narace ..................................... Davie, Florida 
Elizabeth C. Ojinmah .......................... Coral Springs, Florida 
PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT 
Audrey D. Abrahams .......................... Kingston, jamaica, WI Blair S. Goldstone .............................. Coconut Creek, Florida 
Kendric Gordon Albury .......................... ... Nassau, Bahamas Debra K. Guzman .......................................... Weston, Florida 
Beneze A. Barker ................................ Kingston, jamaica, WI Alyson M.A. Petgrave-Beckford ......... Kingston, jamaica, WI 
Errol Michael Brown .................... St. Catherine, jamaica, WI Beverley D. Shirley .............................. Kingston, jamaica, WI 
Nerie S. Campbell ............................... St. Ann, jamaica, WI Karen Andrea Williamson ....................... Freeport, Bahamas 
Donna M. Gayle ............................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
SPORT AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT 
Francisco Jose Amado ..................... West Palm Beach, Florida Miles Mikolas ................................ .... .............. Jupiter, Florida 
Kellen Rashad Arnold .................... .. Pompano Beach, Florida Andrew Stuart Packard ......................... Knoxville, Tennessee 
Kristina V. Cabrera .......................................... Doral, Florida Daniel Alain Petitbon ..................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Samantha Michelle Evans ............................ Hialeah, Florida Jonnathan Javier Pineda .................................. Davie, Florida 
Omar A. Garcia ............................................... Davie, Florida Tiffany A. Richardson ..................................... Ocala, Florida 
Abbey Samantha Gittings ....... Staffordshire, United Kingdom Louis J. Schonauer ........................................... Davie, Florida 
Todd Green .......................................... Coral Springs, Florida Cody J. Stiles .................. .. ........ .. .......... Coral Springs, Florida 
Thomas Joseph Kinzer ............ .. ....................... Davie, Florida James Charles Turner ...... ...... .......... Sea Ranch Lakes, Florida 
Jeremy Klawsky ......................................... Plantation, Florida Nicolas Wodner .................. .. .. .. ....... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Austin L. Lavallii .......................... ...... .... Boca Raton, Florida 
NOTE: The appearance of a name on this program should not be interpreted as evidence of graduation . 
The student's permanent record, on file in the University Registrar's Office, remains the official testimony of 





Having grown up poor in Wilmington, Delaware (the sixth of seven 
children), BERTICE BERRY was told by a high school teacher that she 
was "not college material." 
Berry not only graduated magna cum laude from Jacksonville 
University, where she was awarded the President's Cup for leadership, 
she subsequently earned a Ph.D. in Sociology from Kent State University 
at the age of 26. 
At Kent State University, Berry taught sociology and statistics and 
became one of the most popular teachers at the university. Larger 
lecture halls had to be found to accommodate the number of students 
enrolling in her classes. By using humor in her lectures to address 
difficult subjects, such as racism and sexism, Berry was making a profound impact. 
She left the university to become an award-winning entertainer, lecturer, and comedienne. From 1991 through 
1994, Berry won the national Comedian of the Year Award and was named both Campus Lecturer of the 
Year and Campus Entertainer of the Year. Berry had established herself as a speaker with a comic edge and 
as a comic with a serious message. She made more than 200 annual public appearances. 
Berry's published works include a best-selling memoir, I'm on My Way, But Your Foot Is on My Head, 
and her best-selling work of fiction, Redemption Song (Double Day, 2000), which has been praised for 
its ability to entertain, inspire, and educate. She has donated all of the royalties from the sales of her 
books to organizations that help families in transition, raise funds for scholarships, and provide resource 
information to low-income families. 
In 2011, Savannah Technical College president Kathy Love, along with Technical College System of 
Georgia commissioner Ron Jackson, dedicated a new student enrichment facility, presenting the Bertice 
Berry Change and Transformation Classrooms. 
Berry was the host and co-executive producer of a nationally syndicated talk show, The Bertice Berry 
Show, and hosted USA Live, a four-hour live interview and entertainment program on the USA Cable 
Network. She's been featured on television and radio programs, including The Oprah Winfrey Show, 
The Tonight Show with Jay Lena, 20/20, and NPR's Tell Me More. 
JAMES FARQUHAR AWARD 
ADIELLE ANGELLE SILOCHAN, a music major, earned the Dean's 
List for nine semesters and was honored with the Black Box New Star 
in Music award. In 2008, under the mentorship of instructor Gerri 
Sant, Silochan participated in the NSU Undergraduate Student 
Symposium. Under the guidance of faculty member William Adams, 
D.M.A., and adjunct faculty member Devin Arne, Silochan delivered 
vocal performances at NSU's Celebration of Excellence, NSU's Indian 
Student Association Diwali show, UM's Indian Student Association 
Diwali show, NSU's Improv Jam, the Southern Conference of Dental 
Deans and Examiners event, and NSU's Melissa Manchester reception. 
She also performed original songs for the Jane Monheit master class at 
the Museum of Art I Fort Lauderdale, NSU's Festival of Student Works, 
and NSU's Student Life Achievement Awards ceremonies. She is a 
member of the NSU Pro Musica Chamber Ensemble and the Bossa Nova 
Chorale. In 2011, Silochan participated in the Florida Waterways Dance Project and has contributed, 
with faculty member Michael Reiter, Ph.D., to an album for the nonprofit organization No More Tears. 
She volunteered at the Sunrise Civic Center Theater, NSU's Black Box and Performance Theatres, and 
the Sunrise Dan Pearl Library. Silochan works as a music theory tutor and a beginning guitar tutor, 
and is a freelancer in digital image. She plans to pursue a career as a singer, songwriter, and musician, 




FARQUHAR COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
DIVISION OF HUMANITIES 
KELSEY MARIE CORTEZ, a communication studies major with a minor 
in international studies, is the recipient of the American Association 
of University Women Award. Cortez, who earned the Dean's List for 
six semesters, is a member of Lambda Pi Eta Honor Society, Alpha 
Chi Honor society, and the President's 64. In 2010, she won first place 
at NSU's Annual Undergraduate Film Festival for her short film Life 
Unmentioned. Under the direction of faculty member Megan Fitzgerald, 
Ph.D., Cortez facilitated a panel discussion at a multimedia conference 
at NSU. She has also worked as a production assistant at NSU Digital 
Media Production and was a creative writer for Sharks United Television. 
As a creative director, she has interviewed artists and musicians at local 
festivals including SunFest and Vans Warped Tour. She is completing an 
internship with Smartte TV and is a contributing writer for the NSU 
student-run newspaper, The Current. Cortez aspires to pursue a career 
in film and television. 
DIVISION OF PERFORMING AND VISUAL ARTS 
YINETH SANCHEZ, a double major in legal studies and philosophy, is 
originally from Cartagena, Colombia. She was in NSU's Dual Admission 
Program for law and earned the Dean's List for seven semesters. Sanchez 
served as an officer of the Alpha Chi National College Honor Society 
Florida chapter and is a member of Omicron Delta Kappa. She was 
captain of the NSU Mock Trial Team and earned the American Mock 
Trial Association's All-Region Attorney Award. She also participated 
in Leadership Roundtable Scholars and the College Academic Integrity 
Committee. Sanchez interned on Capitol Hill, working under U.S. 
Representative Lincoln Diaz-Balart. She was a contributing writer for 
NSU's Wellness Made Simple magazine and for the NSU student-run 
newspaper, The Current. At the 2012 Undergraduate Student Symposium, 
under the direction of faculty member David McNaron, Ph.D., Sanchez 
presented an independent research project that was published in the 
Farquhar Student Journal and submitted for review to the Florida Philosophical Association. Her 
academic research with faculty member Timothy Dixon, J.D., was presented at the Third Annual 
Florida Undergraduate Research Conference in Gainesville, Florida, and at NSU's Undergraduate 
Student Symposium. Sanchez received the 2011 NSU STUEY Award for Farquhar Student of the 
Year, the Undergraduate Honors Distinguished Student award for three consecutive years, and the 
Washington Center Diversity Leaders award. She plans to attend law school in the fall and aspires to 
work for the state attorney's office. 
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DIVISION OF PERFORMING AND VISUAL ARTS 
DEVAN KIMBERLY MARTIN, an art major with a minor in marketing, 
earned the Dean's List for four semesters and was awarded the Athletic 
Scholar All American by the NCAA. Martin is a member of the Alpha 
Chi Honors Society and was the recipient of an NSU athletic scholarship. 
She was the senator for Student Government Athletics and the secretary 
for the Student Athlete Advisory committee. Martin also served as 
captain of NSU's Swim Team and was part of the NSU Swimming 
Committee Conference championship team. She has been nominated 
for the Flo Hyman Award of Dignity and Excellence. Martin served as an 
intern with North Point Media in Alpharetta, Georgia. She was featured 
in NSU's Annual Juried Student Exhibition and attended the Student 
Athlete Advisory Committee Sunshine State Elite Conference. Martin 
has volunteered for the Special Olympics, Make a Wish foundation, and 
Straight Talk Alliance in addition to working as a freelance graphic 
designer and a private swim lesson instructor. She plans to attend graduate school and earn a Master 
in Fine Arts in Graphic Design, then hopes to enter the music industry as a designer. 
DIVISION OF SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
ISAAC CHAYO, a psychology major with a minor in behavioral 
neuroscience, is from Mexico City, Mexico. He has earned the Dean's 
List for four semesters and is a member of the Alpha Chi National College 
Honor Society. He is one of the founders of the Nova Neuroscience Club 
and served as the vice president. Chayo worked with faculty member 
Jaime Tartar, PhD., researching the relationship between cortisol, sleep 
deprivation, and frontal lobe executive functioning. His research was 
presented at the NSU Undergraduate Student Symposium. He has also 
worked with faculty member Mindy Ma, researching, drafting, and writing 
a proposal to evaluate the efficacy of an at-risk youth intervention program 
in the City of Hialeah. He is currently researching the influence of caffeine 
and ethanol on invertebrate motor function. Chayo's volunteer work has 
included participation in NSU's community events. He plans to apply to 
a doctoral program in clinical health psychology by the end of the year. 
MARISA MAE STRYKER, a sociology major with a minor in human 
resource management, is from St. Thomas in the Virgin Islands. She 
earned the Dean's List for three semesters and was a member of the 
Undergraduate Honors Program. She has volunteered at Universal Aid 
for Children, collecting and sending donations to orphanages in the 
Ukraine. Stryker also works as a tutor, helping third- and fourth-grade 
students prepare for the FCATs. She plans to continue working for the 
Boys & Girls Club of Broward, serving local children and encouraging 
them to reach their full potential. 
DIVISION OF MATH, SCIENCE, AND TECHNOLOGY 
DANIEL VESCO, a biology major, is a member of the Beta Beta Beta 
Biology Honor Society and Alpha Chi Academic Honor Society. He 
earned the Dean's List for seven semesters and the Presidential Scholarship 
Award. He attended the 2012 American Medical Student Association 
Convention and the Latino Medical Student Association Conference at 
the Miami Miller School of Medicine. Vesco was part of the International 
Human Cadaver Prosection Program and the Clinic Exploration Program 
and was the vice president of NSU's Pre-Medical Society. He worked as 
lead organic chemistry lab assistant for faculty member Beatrix Aukszi, 
Ph.D., and as a lab assistant for histology, anatomy, and physiology with 
faculty member Deanne Roopnarine, D.P.M. Vesco is also part of NSU's 
Science Alive! program, which is regularly held in local K-12 schools. He 
currently works for the Medical Scribe for Memorial Miramar Hospital. 
After graduation, Vesco plans to attend medical school and become an 
emergency department physician. 
SHARBEL BOUSEMAAN, a computer science major with a minor in 
mathematics, is in NSU's Dual Admission Program for computer science. 
He earned the Dean's List for five semesters and is a member of the 
Association of Computing Machinery. Bousemaan has worked with 
faculty member Saeed Rajput, Ph.D., on Wi-Fi power management and 
with faculty member Ricardo Carrera, PhD., on applications of abstract 
algebra to puzzle solving. Bousemaan plans to attend graduate school 
and continue his studies in computer science. 
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ABRAHAM S. FISCHLER SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
DEPARTMENT OF UNDERGRADUATE TEACHER EDUCATION 
PHYLLIS JOI MEJIA, an exceptional student education K-12 major, 
is a member of the Kappa Delta Pi Society. She earned the Dean's List 
for five semesters. During her studies, she worked closely with faculty 
mentors Judith Coughlin, Ph.D.; Helaine Sikora; Sandra Trotman, Ph.D.; 
and Patrice LeBlanc, Ed.D., as well as with supervisors Delia Encin and 
Georgia Cameron. Mejia is an active volunteer for the Autism Society 
of Broward and Girl Scouts of America and helped organize the Haiti 
relief campaign under Kappa Delta Pi Society. She is a Life Teen Band 
member with St. Maximillian Kolbe Catholic Church's youth ministry, a 
troop leader for the Boy Scouts of America, and a former religious teacher 
at St. Mark Catholic Church. She is also the founder and president of 
Keep Kids Safe Swimming, established to provide swimming lessons 
for disadvantaged kids. Mejia is certified in Elementary Education, K-6 
certification, adaptive aquatics, and as a Red Cross lifeguard. She is a 
Broward County substitute teacher working as a swimming instructor. Mejia plans to pursue a doctoral 
degree and to impact the field of education and disabilities, particularly Autism Spectrum Disorder. 
CHRISTOPHER CLEVENGER, a secondary social science education 
major, earned the Dean's List for five semesters. He is the recipient of the 
Drs. Jim and Mary Lynn Collins Changing Lives Scholarship. He served 
as an intern for Western High School, under the guidance of faculty 
member Marvin Seperson, Ed.D. Clevenger has worked at the NSU 
Help Desk as a technical support staff member and is currently employed 
as a social studies teacher at South Plantation High School, teaching 
Advanced Placement World History and Government/Economics. 
Clevenger's volunteer work includes serving at LifeNet4Families in Fort 
Lauderdale and helping with the ChildNet holiday toy drives. This 
summer, he plans to travel to China with his wife for their honeymoon. 
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH CARE SCIENCES 
LAUREN ANNE LICHTMAN, a health science major with a concentration 
in vascular sonography, is from Chapel Hill, North Carolina. She earned 
the Chancellor List in fall 2012. Lichtman is a member of the Alpha Chi 
and Tau Sigma academic honor societies, the Advisory Board Committee 
of the NSU General and Vascular Ultrasound Program, the Society of 
Diagnostic Medical Sonography, and the Society of Vascular Ultrasound. 
She was part of the Clinical internship in the peripheral vascular lab 
at Baptist Hospital in Miami. Lichtman participated in the Society for 
Vascular Ultrasound Conference in Baltimore with faculty member 
Patricia Toribio and the Challenging Vascular Case Studies Conference. 
She attended the International Symposium on Endovascular Therapy 
in Miami Beach. She also attended the conference on Transcranial 
Doppler Imaging and Portal Hypertension and Tips-Pathophysiology, 
Ultrasonography Protocol, and Interpretation Conference. Lichtman 
was part of the Belle Glade Health Fair benefiting low-income individuals, and has participated in 
NSU's Boomers and Beyond Health Fair. She is a volunteer at Manor Oaks nursing home and Jackson 
Memorial Hospital Ultrasound Department and works as a lifeguard at NSU. Lichtman aims to secure 
a position within an ultrasound department after graduation. 
KRISTINA LAZERUS, a health science major with a concentration in 
vascular sonography, is from Jacksonville, Florida. She served as vice 
president for the Vascular Sonography Program within the Student 
Government Association. Lazerus is a student member of the Society 
for Vascular Ultrasound, providing feedback to the committee on ways 
to improve student involvement. She attended annual conferences for 
the Society for Vascular Ultrasound and the International Symposium 
on Endovascular Therapy. She completed an internship with the First 
Coast Cardiovascular Institute. Lazerus organizes events sponsored by her 
church that support under-privileged individuals in her community and 
has participated in several missionary trips to third-world countries to 
provide health services. She works as an office and collections assistant. 
She aims to provide women in third-world countries with obstetrical 
ultrasound services after graduation. 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
CHRISTOPHER A. LARRINAGA, a nursing major, is a member of Sigma 
Theta Tau International Nursing Honor Society. He earned the Dean's 
List in winter 2012. Larrinaga participated in NSU's Annual Reach Fair 
in 2012 and 2013, performing triage services and glucose and cholesterol 
screenings to citizens of Pahokee County. He is a volunteer at the YMCA 
in Fort Lauderdale, working with special-needs children, and also works 
at NSU's Office of Innovation and Information Technology. After he 
graduates, Larrinaga plans to participate in a surgical mission to Haiti 
and to complete a degree in advanced registered nurse practice. 
GAGAN R. PATEL is a nursing major from Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India. 
He earned the Dean's List in fall 2012 and the Chancellor's List in winter 
2012. He is a member of the Sigma Theta Tau International Honor 
Society of Nursing, National Student Nurses Association, Student 
Government Association, and the SteadFast Club and participated in the 
Ethics Bowl competition coached by faculty member Terry Ogilby, Ph.D. 
Patel volunteers at the Indian Association and Gujarat Samaj Association 
of Fort Myers. He works as an assistant computer lab technician. Patel 
plans to pursue a master's degree in nursing, and aims to work as a bedside 
nurse with the geriatric population in acute critical care. 
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H. WAYNE HUIZENGA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
DEPARTMENT OF UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS 
AHAD JAFRI, an accounting major with a minor in finance and sales, 
is in NSU's Dual Admission Program for accounting. He earned the 
Dean's List for seven semesters and was given the Top Intern Award 
from AAJ Technologies' accounting department. Jafri is a member of 
the NSU Accounting Club and is the head of the finance committee for 
the Collegiate Entrepreneurs Organization. He received the President's 
Scholarship. Jafri has provided consulting services to not-for-profit 
organizations, helping them organize events and find sponsors. He has 
also volunteered at Waters Edge Elementary School. Jafri aims to secure 
a position in the consulting division of the McGladrey accounting firm 
and plans to complete master's degree programs in accounting and 
finance while earning his CPA license. 
AMBER RAE CHANG, a business administration major with minors 
in leadership and sports and recreation management, earned the Dean's 
List for seven semesters. She is the recipient of the Sunshine State 
Commissioner's Honor Roll. Chang is a member of the Alpha Chi 
Society, Alpha Kappa Psi Society, Alpha Phi Omega Society, and the 
President's 64. She is also a member of NSU's 2011 Women's Rowing 
Conference Champion Team. As a member of Alpha Kappa Psi, the 
national co-ed service fraternity, Chang has volunteered for the Miami 
Dolphins special teams and Feeding South Florida. She is currently 
working full time as a visual manager at Hollister Co. She plans to 
pursue a Master of Business Administration degree after gaining more 
work experience in the United States and abroad. 
FACULTY MARSHALS 
In the academic procession at baccalaureate commencement, degree candidates from the colleges are 
accompanied by faculty marshals chosen from among the full-time faculty members within those colleges. 
The word "marshal" derives from the Old High German words marah, meaning "horse" and schalh, 
meaning "servant," and originally meant "stable keeper." As marshals became trustworthy members of 
medieval courts, however, the title took on the designation of an honor and many became hereditary. 
In modern pageantry, marshals (often of the "Grand" variety) lead parades. In American universities, 
marshals lead processions or accompany parts of them, as is the case at Nova Southeastern University. 
The marshal of the academic procession, ordinarily a member of the NSU Board of Trustees, leads all 
parties to the commencement, bearing the university mace. 
FARQUHAR COLLEGE OF 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
DIVISION OF HUMANITIES 
Barbara Brodman, Professor 
Gary Gershman, Associate Professor 
DIVISION OF MATH, SCIENCE, 
AND TECHNOLOGY 
Jason Gershman, Associate Professor, 
Coordinator of Mathematics 
Deanne Roopnarine, Assistant Professor 
DIVISION OF PERFORMING 
AND VISUAL ARTS 
Robert Jones, Assistant Professor 
William Adams, Associate Professor, 
Coordinator of Performing Arts 
DIVISION OF SOCIAL AND 
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
Mercedes Fernandez, Associate Professor 
Aya Shigeto, Assistant Professor 
ABRAHAM S. FISCHLER 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
DEPARTMENT OF UNDERGRADUATE 
TEACHER EDUCATION 
Rashid Moore, Program Professor 
Sandra Trotman, Program Professor 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH 
CARE SCIENCES 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SCIENCE 
Deborah Mendelsohn, Assistant Professor 
Patricia Toribio, Assistant Professor 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
ENTRy .. LEVEL NURSING PROGRAM 
Marcia Derby-Davis, Assistant Professor 
Victor Ospina, Assistant Professor 
R.N. TO B.S.N. PROGRAM 
Jennifer Cittadino, Assistant Professor 
Sally Spooner, Assistant Professor 
H. WAYNE HUIZENGA 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
Barri Litt, Assistant Professor 
John Riggs, Assistant Professor 
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ALVARO ESCOBAR, M.S. 
Instructor/Coordinator, Computer Science Lab 
Math, Science, and Technology 
JOSHUA FEINGOLD, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
MERCEDES FERNANDEZ, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
SUZANNE FERRISS, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Humanities 
MEGAN FITZGERALD, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Humanities 
YVETTE FUENTES, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Humanities 
SONG GAO, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
JESSICA GARCIA.BROWN, LL.M. 
Associate Professor 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
DANIEL GELBMANN, M.F.A. 
Assistant Professor 
Performing and Visual Arts 
GARY GERSHMAN, J.D., Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Humanities 
JASON GERSHMAN, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor/Coordinator of Math 
Math, Science, and Technology 
DIMITRIOS GIARIKOS, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor/Assistant Director 
Math, Science, and Technology 
RONALD GOLDSTEIN, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
VIVIAN HADDAD, M.S. 
Lecturer 
Math, Science, and Technology 
LENA E. HALL, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
EVAN HASKELL, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
H. DARREN HIBBS, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Humanities 
AMY HIRONS, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
JEFFREY HOCH, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
RAYMOND HOLSAPPLE, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
STUART HORN, Ph.D. 
Distinguished Professor 
Humanities 
WOLF IBERKLEID, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
CHRISTINE JACKSON, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Humanities 
MARK JAFFE, D.P.M. 
Associate Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
ROBERT JONES, M.F.A. 
Assistant Professor 
Performing and Visual Arts 
GEORGE KAKOTI, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
STEFAN KAUTSCH, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
EDWARD O. KEITH, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
PAUL KENISON, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
DAVID KILROY, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Humanities 
ELLEN KRACOFF, J.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
JULIETTE KITCHENS, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Humanities 
ELANA LANCZI, M.F.A. 
Associate Professor 
Performing and Visual Arts 
MICHELLE LARREA, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
HARRIS LASH, D.C. 
Visiting Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
EDMOND LEE, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
STEPHEN LEVITT, LL.M. 
Associate Professor 
Humanities 
JOSHUA LOOMIS, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
CLAIRE LUTKEWITTE, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Humanities 
JEFFREY LYONS, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
MINDY MA, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor/Coordinator of Psychology 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
ERIC MASON, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Humanities 
DAVID MCNARON, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Humanities 
MADHAVI MENON, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
CHARLES MESSING, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
GEORGIA MONIQUE MOKHA, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
JULIAN MOOREHEAD, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
BEN MULVEY, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Humanities 
JAMES MUNOZ, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
VEHBI PAKSOY, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
COREY PEACOCK, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
JEREMY PEROTTI, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
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JASON PICCONE, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
JOANNE POL, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Humanities 
AARTI RAJA, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
SAEED RAJPUT, Ph.D. 
Assistant Director/Associate Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
JOSE RAMOS, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
REZA RAZEGIFARD, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor/Coordinator of Physical Sciences 
Math, Science, and Technology 
TIMOTHY RAZZA, Psy.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
EDWARD REARDON, M.F.A. 
Visiting Professor 
Humanities 
MICHAEL REITER, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
DEANNE ROOPNARINE, D.P.M. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
ERIC SAMANSKY, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
J. ANTONIO SAMRA, M.S. 
Instructor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
GLENN SCHEYD, Ph.D. 
Assistant Director/Associate Professor 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
EMILY SCHMITT, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor/Coordinator of Biological Sciences 
Math, Science, and Technology 
VENKATESH SHANBHAG, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
ANDREA SHAW, Ph.D. 
Assistant Director/Associate Professor 
Humanities 
ROBIN SHERMAN, Ph.D. 
Associate Director/Associate Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
AYA SHIGETO, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
TENNILLE SHUSTER, M.F.A. 
Associate Professor 
Performing and Visual Arts 
TOBIN SILVER, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
DON SMITH, M.S. 
Lecturer 
Math, Science, and Technology 
ROBERT SMITH, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
EILEEN SMITH.CAVROS, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
ADAM SOBCZAK, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
AUGUSTO SOLEDADE, M.F.A. 
Assistant Professor 
Performing and Visual Arts 
IULIANA STANCULESCU, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
LARRY STARR, M.E.D. 
Visiting Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
VALERIE STARRATT, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
WEYLIN STERNGLANZ, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
EDWIN STIEVE, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Humanities 
ELIZABETH SWANN, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor/Program Director 
of Athletic Training 
Math, Science, and Technology 
PHYLLIS SWEENEY, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
RAISA SZABO, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
EMILY TARSIS, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
AURELIEN TARTAR, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
JAIME TARTAR, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor/Research Coordinator 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
JULIE TORRUELLAS GARCIA, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
VICKI TOSCANO, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Humanities 
KATERINA TSAKIRI, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
MICHAEL VAN HILST, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
PRADEEP VANGURI, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor/Coordinator of 
Athletic Training Clinical Sites 
Math, Science, and Technology 
STAR VANGURI, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Humanities 
EDUARDO VELIZ, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
LINDSEY VIGESAA, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
MICHAEL VOLTAIRE, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
KATHLEEN WAITES, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Humanities 
LYNN WOLF, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Humanities 
CHARLES ZELDEN, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Humanities 
FUZHEN ZHANG, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Math, Science, and Technology 
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ABRAHAM S. FISCHLER SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY 
ADMINISTRATION 
H. WELLS SINGLETON, Ph.D. 
Dean 
NELSON DIAZ, Ed.D. 
Executive Associate Dean/Program Professor 
JAMIE MANBURG, Ed.D. 
Associate Dean, Teacher Education and 
Undergraduate Programs/Program Professor 
MARY ANN LOWE, SLP.D. 
Associate Dean/Program Professor 
JUDITH COUGHLIN, Ph.D. 
Program Professor 
KEN DOSE, Ed.D. 
Program Professor 
DAVID GRIFFIN, Ed.D. 
Assistant Professor 
JASON KARP, Ed.D. 
Program Professor 
PATRICE LeBLANC, Ed.D. 
Program Professor 
JAMES McCAN, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
MICHELLE McGUIRE, Ph.D. 
Program Professor 
TERRY DAVIS, M.S. 
Director, Undergraduate Enrollment 
and Recruitment 
MARLIESE HOGAN, Ed.D. 
Director, Placement Services/Program Professor 
LAURA FUCHS, M.Ed. 
Academic Director 
FACULTY 
RASHID MOORE, Ph.D. 
Program Professor 
WILMA ROBLES De MELENDEZ, Ph.D. 
Program Professor 
MARVIN SEPERSON, Ed.D. 
Program Professor 
TERRI SCHMIDT, Ed.D. 
Program Professor 
SANDRA TROTMAN, Ph.D. 
Program Professor 
ELAINE VAN LUE, Ed.D. 
Program Professor 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH CARE SCIENCES 
ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY 
ADMINISTRATION 
RICHARD E. DAVIS, Ed.D., PA.C 
Dean and Professor 
GUY M. NEHRENZ, Ed.D., RRT 
Executive Associate Dean and Professor 
STANLEY H. WILSON, PT, Ed.D., CEAS 
Associate Dean of Academic Affairs 




Department of Health Science 
JORGE HAN, M.D., RDMS, RDCS, RVT 
Program Director/Assistant Professor 
Bachelor of Health Science 
General and Vascular Sonography 
T. CHRISTOPHER MITCHELL, M.S. 
Director/Assistant Professor 
Bachelor of Health Science 
FACULTY 
JODI CLARK, M.D., M.P.H. 
Associate Professor 
Health Science 
ROSE M. COLON, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Health Science 
CHARLES LEWIS, D.H.Sc., M.P.H., PA·C 
Assistant Professor 
Health Science 
RONALD MCINNIS, M.Ed., RDMS, 
RVT, RT(r) 
Assistant Professor 
General and Vascular Sonography 
DEBORAH MENDELSOHN, M.S., 
RDMS, RDCS, RVT 
Assistant Professor 
General and Vascular Sonography 
LONETTE SPENCE, M.A.S., RVT 
Assistant Professor 
General and Vascular Sonography 
PATRICIA TORIBIO, M.H.Sc., RVT 
Assistant Professor 
General and Vascular Sonography 
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COLLEGE OF NURSING 
ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY 
ADMINISTRATION 
MARCELLA RUTHERFORD, Ph.D. 
Dean 
BARBARA BARRETT, D.N.P. 
Associate Dean, Academic Affairs 
MARY BOTTER, Ph.D. 
Associate Dean, Entry-Level B.S.N. Programs 
LINDA STROMMEN, Ed.D. 
Associate Dean, R.N. to B.S.N./R.N. to 
M.S.N. Programs 
DIANE WHITEHEAD, Ed.D. 
Associate Dean/Professor 
Graduate Programs 
PATRICIA DITTMAN, Ph.D. 
Program Director/Associate Professor 
M.S.N. and Ph.D. Programs 
KELLY GOEBEL, D.N.P. 
Interim Program Director 
Entry-Level Program-Fort Lauderdale 
VINETTE ALEXANDER, D.N.P. 
Assistant Professor 
Undergraduate Entry-Level Program 
CAMILLE BALDWIN, M.S.N. 
Associate Professor 
Entry-Level Program 
THERESSA BRAHIM, D.N.P. 
Assistant Professor 
Entry-Level Program 
LYNNE BRYANT, Ed.D. 
Associate Professor 
M.S.N. and Ph.D. Program 
KRISTI CAMPOE, M.S.N. 
Assistant Professor 
R.N. to B.S.N./R.N. to M.S.N. Program 
KIMBERLY HOGAN, M.S.N. 
Program Director 
Entry-Level Program-Fort Myers 
JOANN KLEIER, Ph.D, Ed.D. 
Program Director/Professor 
Doctor of Nursing Practice (D.N.P.) Program 
ROSARIO MEDINA, Ph.D. 
Program Director/Associate Professor 
Advance Practice Registered Nurse (AP.R.N.) Program 
SALLY WEISS, Ed.D. 
Program Director 
Entry-Level Program, Kendall 
MARK WYATT, D.N.P. 
Program Director 
R.N. to B.S.N./R.N. to M.S.N. 
FACULTY 
ROBIN CHARD, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
M.S .N. and Ph.D. Program 
JENNIFER CITTADINO, M.S.N., A.P.R.N. 
Assistant Professor 
R.N. to B.S.N./R.N. to M.S.N. Program 
JOAN COKE, M.P.H., M.S.N., A.P.R.N. 
Assistant Professor 
Entry-Level Program 
LUVENCIA CONNOR, M.S.N. 
Assistant Professor 
Entry-Level Program 
JACQUELINE DAVIS, M.S.N. 
Assistant Professor 
Baptist Scholars Program 
MARCIA DERBY-DAVIS, Ph.D. 
f\ssociate Professor 
Entry-Level Program 
DEBBIE DIAMOND, M.S.N. 
f\ssistant Professor 
Baptist Scholars Program 
CYNTHIA FLETCHER, Ph.D. 
f\ssistant Professor 
M.S.N. and Ph.D. Program 




LINDA FRITZINGER-HERN, M.S.N. 
f\ssistant Professor 
Entry-Level Program 
NAN GROTTANELLI, M.S.N. 
f\ssistant Professor 
Entry-Level Program 
ANDRA HANLON, Ph.D. 
Professor 
D.N.P. Program 
SUSAN HOLLAND, M.S.N. 
f\ssistant Professor 
Entry-Level Program 
ALINE JOUBERT, M.S.N. 
f\ssistant Professor 
Entry-Level Program 
STEFANIE LAMANNA, Ph.D. 
f\ssistant Professor 
AP.R.N. Program 
MARY LEWIS, Ed.D. 
f\ssistant Professor 
Entry-Level Program 
BARBARA MACDOUGALL, M.S.N. 
f\ssistant Professor 
Entry-Level Program 
ROBERTA MARPET, Ph.D. 
f\ssociate Professor 
Entry-Level Program 
MARY ELLEN MITCHELL-ROSEN 
f\ssistant Professor 
Entry-Level Program 
TERRY OGILBY, Ph.D. 
f\ssociate Professor 
Entry-Level Program 
CHRISTINE ORTON, Ph.D. 
f\ssistant Professor 
D.N.P. Program 
VICTOR OSPINA, M.S.N., A.P.R.N. 
f\ssistant Professor 
Baptist Scholars Program 
HEATHER SAIFMAN, M.S.N. 
f\ssistant Professor 
Entry-Level Nursing 
DONNA SHAW, M.S.N. 
f\ssistant Professor 
Entry-Level Nursing 
JOHN SILVER, Ph.D. 
f\ssociate Professor 
Entry-Level Program 
DEBBIE SLIPKOVICH, M.S.N. 
f\ssistant Professor 
Entry-Level Program 
SALLY SPOONER, D.H.S. 
f\ssistant Professor 
R.N. to B.S.N./R.N. to M.S.N. Program 
SABRINA STERN, M.S.N. 
f\ssistant Professor 
Entry-Level Program 
JENNIFER STONE, D.N.P. 
f\ssistant Professor 
AP.R.N. Program 
VICKI STONE-GALE, D.N.P. 
f\ssistant Professor 
R.N. to B.S .N./R.N. to M.S.N. Program 
YVONNE THELWELL, M.S.N. 
f\ssistant Professor 
Baptist Scholars Program 
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H. WAYNE HUIZENGA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY 
ADMINISTRATION 
J. PRESTON JONES, D.B.A. 
Interim Dean 
Assistant Professor, Leadership and Management 
DENNIS DANNCHER, M.S. 
Assistant Dean, Enrollment Services and 
Program Operations 
TAMMY TERRY, D.B.A. 
Assistant Dean/Chief Finance Officer 
Assistant Professor, Leadership 
JOE PINEDA, M.S. 
Assistant Dean, External Affairs 
STEVEN HARVEY, M.B.A. 
Executive Director, Program Operations and 
Student Educational Center Development 
FACULTY 
REBECCA ABRAHAM, D.B.A. 
Professor 
Finance and Economics 
RUSSELL ABRATT, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Marketing 
CHERYL BABCOCK, M.B.A. 
Lecturer 
Entrepreneurship 
H. YOUNG BAEK, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor/Program Chair 
Finance 
F. BARRY BARNES, Ph.D. 
Professor/Program Chair 
Management and Leadership 
JAMES M. BARRY, D.B.A. 
Assistant Professor 
Marketing 
MICHAEL BENDIXEN, Ph.D. 
Professor/Program Chair 
Decision Science 
MICHELLE BERTOLINI, LL.M., J.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Accounting 
NICHOLAS A. CASTALDO, M.B.A. 
Lecturer 
Marketing 
FRANK J. CAVICO, LL.M., J.D. 
Professor 
Business Law 
SlEW CHAN, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Accounting 
RAMDAS CHANDRA, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
International Business 
DAVID CHO, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Finance 
RUTH CLARKE, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor/Program Chair 
International Business 
VINCENT DANIELS, D.B.A. 
Assistant Professor 
Management 
BARBARA R. DASTOOR, Ph.D. 
Professor/Program Chair 
Organizational Behavior/Human Resources 
JACK C. DeJONG, Jr., Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Finance 
RENU DESAI, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Accounting 
ViKRAM DESAI, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Accounting 
MAUREEN DOUGHERTY, LL.M., J.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Accounting and Taxation 
ANDREW FELO, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Accounting 
ANNE FIEDLER, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Management 
PETER S. FINLEY, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Sport and Recreation Management 
JEFFREY J. FOUNTAIN, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Sport and Recreation Management 
JANE WHITNEY GIBSON, D.B.A. 
Professor 
Human Resources/Organizational Behavior 
BAIYUN CLAIRE GONG, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Human Resources/Organizational Behavior 
REGINA A. GREENWOOD, D.B.A. 
Professor/Program Chair 
Organizational Behavior/Strategy 
THOMAS GRIFFIN, D.B.A. 
Professor 
Operations Management 
DENA HALE, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Marketing 
GEORGE HANBURY, Ph.D. 
NSU President and CEO/Associate Professor 
Public Administration 
CHARLES W. HARRINGTON, JR., M.A. 
Lecturer 
Economics 
JUDITH A. HARRIS, D.B.A. 
Associate Professor 
Accounting 
DAVID HINDS, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Decision Science 
MICHAEL J. HOFFMAN, D.B.A. 
Professor 
Taxation 
JOUNG W. KIM, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor/Program Chair 
Accounting 
STEVEN B. KRAMER, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Decision Science 
BARBARA LANDAU, LL.M., J.D. 
Associate Professor 
Taxation 
BARRI A. LITT, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Accounting 
TERRELL G. MANYAK, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Management 
PANKAJ K. MASKARA, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Finance 
MICHAEL MAXWELL, M.S. 
Lecturer/Interim Director 
Real Estate Development 





KAREN S. McKENZIE, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Accounting 
ERIN McLAUGHLIN, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Management 
WALTER B. MOORE, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Accounting 
BAHAUDIN G. MUJTABA, D.B.A. 
Professor 
Management 
FLORENCE NEYMOTIN, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Economics 
KATHLEEN BAY O'LEARY, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Marketing 
ORDEAN G. OLSON, D.B.A. 
Associate Professor 
Finance and Economics 
DARSHANA D. PALKAR, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Finance 
PEDRO F. PELLET, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Economics 
JACK PINKOWSKI, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor/Program Chair 
Public Administration 
RANDOLPH A. POLHMAN, Ph.D. 
Dean Emeritus/Professor 
Management 
ROBERT C. PREZIOSI, D.P.A. 
Professor 
Management 
JOHN F. RIGGS, D.B.A. 
Assistant Professor 
Marketing 
CYNTHIA RUPPEL, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Decision Science 
JOHN T. SENNETTI, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Accounting 
BELAY SEYOUM, Ph.D. 
Professor 
International Business 
RANDI L. SIMS, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Organizational Behavior 
LESLIE C. TWOROGER, D.B.A. 
Associate Professor 
Organizational Behavior 
THOMAS TWOROGER, D.B.A. 
Associate Professor 
Entrepreneurship 
ART T. WEINSTEIN, Ph.D. 
Professor/Program Chair 
Marketing 
SARA WEISFELD~SPOLTER, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor/Doctoral Program Chair 
Marketing 
ALBERT A. WILLIAMS, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Finance 
YULIYA YUROVA, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Decision Science 
UNIVERSITY VISION, MISSION, AND CORE VALUES 
VISION 2020 STATEMENT 
By 2020, through excellence and innovations in teaching, research, service, and learning, Nova 
Southeastern University will be recognized by accrediting agencies, the academic community, and the 
general public as a premier, private, not-for-profit university of quality and distinction that engages all 
students and produces alumni who serve with integrity in their lives, fields of study, and resulting careers. 
MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of Nova Southeastern University, a private, not-for-profit institution, is to offer a diverse 
array of innovative academic programs that complement on-campus educational opportunities and 
resources with accessible, distance-learning programs to foster academic excellence, intellectual inquiry, 
leadership, research, and commitment to community through engagement of students and faculty 













The Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences, Abraham S. Fischler School of Education, College of Health 
Care Sciences, College of Nursing, and H. Wayne Huizenga School of Business and Entrepreneurship 
wish to acknowledge those individuals whose efforts contributed to the coordination and direction of 
today's exercises. 


















SPECIAL APPRECIATION IS EXTENDED TO 
David Tyree and Saul Sztam for announcing the candidates 
Mark Cavanaugh for coordinating, orchestrating, and directing today's commencement ensemble and to the 
members of the orchestra for their musical talents 
Barbara Berner for coordinating pre-commencement events 
Don Rosenblum for chairing the Undergraduate Commencement Planning Committee 
Dave Dawson and Mara Kiffin for work to promote the commencement season 
Elaine Poff for coordinating commencement exercises and program design 
Devri Pratt and Richard Kelch for assisting with the coordination of the commencement exercises 
and candidate invitations 
The Nationwide Interpreter Resource, Inc., for sign language interpretation of the ceremony 
The Professional Staff of the Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences, the Abraham S. Fischler School of 
Education, the College of Health Care Sciences, the College of Nursing, and the H. Wayne Huizenga 
School of Business and Entrepreneurship for assisting at the commencement ceremony 
NSU Bookstore Staff 
NSU Physical Plant Staff 
NSU University Registrar's Office Staff 
NSU Call Center 
NSU Enrollment and Student Services Staff 
GradImages Photography 
Nova Southeastern University Anthem 
© 2006, Marx Music, AU Rights Reserved. Used with permission. 
ACADEMIC ATTIRE 
Ceremonial garments worn at academic functions take their meaning from the original centers of learning 
of the western world in the church of the Middle Ages. Caps, hoods, and gowns of the early students and 
monks have been held through the centuries to be traditionally symbolic of the scholarly devotion so basic 
to education and to the deliberate and orderly evolution of knowledge. 
The introduction of classical studies, the gradual rise of the great universities across Europe, and the ever-
increasing awareness of the decisive role of education in the entire development of civilization influenced 
leaders among academicians in their desire for a singular identity. In the attempt to create this differentiation, 
educators fell upon the medieval system of classic heraldry, whereby the coat of arms, assorted ornamental 
trappings, and patterns of colorful design had been adopted to denote the distinctive character of designated 
chivalric orders. The function of a pedagogical heraldry became, then, simply identification. As such, 
measures were taken to signify through distinctive markings on the academicians' attire the institution 
that had granted the degree, the field of learning in which the degree had been earned, and the level of the 
degree, e.g., bachelor's, master's, or doctorate. 
Of the three pieces of academic attire-the cap, the gown, and the hood-it is the hood that offers the most 
abundant and most readily discernable information about its owner. The inner lining of the hood identifies 
the institution at which the individual earned the degree. Some schools have adopted two-color patterns 
and introduced chevrons and bars in various designs to set themselves apart from other institutions. The 
velvet trim bordering the hood indicates the major field of learning, or faculty, in which the degree has been 
earned. The list at the conclusion of this section will explain this relationship. A final feature of the hood 
concerns its length and width and distinguishes further between holders of bachelor's, master's, and doctoral 
degrees. The length of the hood for the bachelor's degree is three feet, closed at the bottom, and with a velvet 
border of two inches. At Nova Southeastern University, however, individuals receiving a bachelor's degree 
do not wear a hood. A master's degree holder has a hood three and one-half feet in length with a three-inch 
wide border, and the hood is slit at the bottom. Individuals receiving doctoral degrees wear hoods four feet 
in length, open at the bottom, with five-inch borders. The gown is usually black in color, but some American 
universities have adopted distinctive colors for their robes. 
The cut of the gown aids in differentiating between the three levels of degrees. The bachelor's gown is 
relatively simple and falls in straight lines from an elaborate yoke. It may be recognized most readily by the 
long, pointed sleeves. The master's gown is somewhat fuller and bears no adornment. The sleeves are oblong 
in shape and open at the wrist, with the rear part of the oblong square cut while the front edge has a cutaway 
arc. The doctor's gown is more elaborate, with velvet panels down the front and around the neck of the 
garment. The sleeves are bell-shaped at the end and have three bars of the same material as the front panels 
at the upper portion of the arm. It is cut rather fully and may be ornamental in color. 
The mortarboard or Oxford-type cap has been adopted throughout most universities in the United States, 
although tams have become increasingly fashionable to denote holders of the doctoral degree. Colored 
tassels are usually worn by holders of the bachelor's and master's degrees. These denote the field of learning. 
The color, indeed the flamboyance, of academic dress undoubtedly adds to the sense of occasion at academic 
ceremonies. But as its historical roots show, it has a much deeper significance. It is an outward sign of the 
universality of universities, and of their responsibility for certain timeless values essential to the freedom of 
inquiry: tolerance of alternative views and courage in maintaining one's own tirelessness in the pursuit of 
truth and the free exchange of knowledge. Its wearing marks also the responsibility of the new graduate to 
maintain and uphold these ideals. These fundamentals of academic freedom have not been threatened in 
this country for more than 200 years, but the importance attached to the donning of traditional academic 
dress was underlined in recent years by scholars from Central and Eastern Europe; during the Cold War, their 
use of academic robes became a symbol of their refusal to be dominated completely by political forces and 
the state, and symbolized their persistent links to the worldwide community of scholars. Thus, the wearing 
of academic dress should be seen not simply as a sign of achievement, but as a symbol of the responsibility 




Students wear cords, pins, sashes, and medallions that reflect institutional and national academic honors 
as well as campus leadership, service, and engagement. 
PROCESSIONAL BANNERS (GONFALONS) 
The gonfalon, a banner that hangs from a crosspiece or frame, originated in the medieval republics 
of Italy as an ensign of state or office. Gonfalons have been adopted in many universities around the 
world as college or institutional insignias, and many use them to identify and lead colleges and schools 
within the university in academic procession. The gonfalons represent the university and the various 
academic divisions of Nova Southeastern University. 
The lower half of the gonfalon consists of the university insignia in various permutations. On the 
upper half is the name of a particular academic division of the university, along with a diagonal stripe 
in the color of that division's principal discipline. 
ARTS, LETTERS, HUMANITIES ........... White OPTOMETRY ............................ Sea Foam Green 
ACCOUNTANCY, BUSINESS ................. Drab ORATORY (SPEECH) ...................... Silver Gray 
DENTISTRY ........... ..................................... Lilac PHARMACy ................................... Olive Green 
ECONOMICS ......... ................................. Copper PHILOSOPHy ...... .............................. Dark Blue 
EDUCATION ....................................... Light Blue PODIATRy-CHIROPODy ................ Nile Green 
ENGINEERING ...................................... . Orange PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, INCLUDING 
FINE ARTS ............................................... Brown CRIMINAL JUSTICE ................ Peacock Blue 
LAW ........................................................... Purple PUBLIC HEALTH ........................... Salmon Pink 
MEDICINE ................................................ . Green SCIENCE ....................................... Golden Yellow 
MUSIC ...... ................................................... Pink SOCIAL SCIENCE ................................... Cream 
NURSING ................................................ Apricot 
MACE 
During the Middle Ages, the mace was an effective weapon in battle and also was displayed as a symbol 
to command order during royal gatherings, religious ceremonies, and university classes. As newer and 
more powerful military arms were created, however, the mace progressed into a symbol of authority 
and today is frequently used to lead religious and academic processions. 
The mace was originally a wooden staff carried by royal messengers as a symbol to preserve order and 
usher royal functions. The early wooden staff of such royal messengers or lead ushers of ceremonial 
processions was transformed in the 14th century into an elaborate sterling silver mace. Eventually, in 
the 15th century, it evolved into a symbol of academic excellence and dignity. 
THE NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY MACE 
Before its merger in 1994 with Southeastern University 
of the Health Sciences, Nova University's mace bore a 
sterling silver "nova star" symbolizing the university's 
name and mission. Symbolically, Nova University's 
"nova star" burned brightly, providing educational 
enlightenment to the world. Today, a new sterling silver 
mace highlights the past, present, and future through 
the inclusion of the original "nova star" representing 
the university's past, surrounding the NSU seal. When 
not in official use, the mace is displayed in the rotunda 
of the William and Norma Horvitz Administration 
Building. 
In Latin, nova means new or innovative. Nova 
Southeastern University was created to be an 
innovative educational institution-to take the best 
of traditional education from the past and mold it to 
fit the needs of students for today and tomorrow. 
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